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One might think that a man who served in World War II and the Korean War and achieved the rank of colonel, who
has been a college professor for over thirty years and was chairman of the English department for fourteen years, and
who is a member of one of the most distinguished families in Philadelphia's history, might indeed be "hard as nails:"
However, these facts belie the truth about Charles Kelly.
"He likes to play the role of the stern taskmaster," said his successor to the chairmanship, John Keenan. "Yet he
really is a very kind, very considerate, very generous person ..."
Charles Kelly arrived at La Salle in 1947 as a member of the English department, and his contributions over the
years have been fundamental and instrumental to the department's growth and success. "In many ways," Keenan
commented, "he created and organized the English department at La Salle." But the route Kelly took wandered far
and wide before reaching 20th Street and Olney Avenue.
Originally, Kelly was an undergraduate student at St. Joseph's (then) College. He became a graduate classics
major at the University of Pennsylvania. World War II took him out of the Philadelphia area to New England, to Europe,
and even to Panama. After the war, he returned to the academic world only to find that the whole field of classics at
the University of Pennsylvania had disappeared. After turning to English and the Restoration period in particular, his
studies were again interrupted — this time by the Korean War.
A background of turbulence such as this often will adversely affect one's temperament and vision. Still, although
Charles Kelly may have a powerful voice and an overwhelming personality in the classroom, his temperament has not
been hardened by experience. He remains approachable and human. If his vision has been affected, his life has only
made him more of what he has always claimed to be — a realist.
In Oscar Wilde's The Importance of Being Earnest, Miss Prism concludes her lesson in literary theory by
saying, "The good ended happily and the bad unhappily. That is what Fiction means." If not so cynical as Wilde, Kelly
acknowledges that he is no romantic idealist. He believes in practicality — in confronting problems, performing
analyses, and searching for solutions.
His realism became truly apparent to him when, "during World War II on a train to New England, I met two sisters. I
said something about the war and one sister turned to me saying 'Shhh!' The other left the compartment shortly
afterwards and, waiting a moment, I asked the one who had hushed
me, 'What's all this "Shhh" business? She looked at me and said
softly, 'Well, we're keeping the war from her.'
"
From his practicality and realism, Kelly derived a strong sense of
duty. As faculty advisor to the class of 1950, he immediately in-
volved himself with the students and the institution. As president of
the Faculty Senate in 1976-1977 and chairman of the day and even-
ing divisions of the English department, Kelly found his administra-
tive duties reducing his teaching time, but, said Kelly, "There was
plenty to keep me busy."
His dedication goes so far that on a snowy winter day on which a
freshman class was to take its departmental examination, Kelly
came in, administered the exam, and then told his fellow faculty
members that he had to go to the hospital — he had fallen and
broken his wrist coming in that morning and had not said a word!
This sort of dedication enables Kelly to concern himself deeply
with students. It may seem strange for a student of literature, but
Kelly believes that "literature is simply a tool. The material I use is
simply an instrument. Any tool, any discipline, should teach and
permit students to develop powers to adaptation, adjustment, and
expansion."
Charles Kelly's accomplishments here at La Salle extend far
beyond curriculum development, department organization, and fac-
ulty leadership. He has taught students to read, write, and think with
understanding and enjoyment. And though he has given so much, he
states, "La Salle has been my life since 1947. It has nurtured and
sustained me, and I'm grateful to it."
His modesty, ability, and care make Charles Kelly, as the Dodger




"Universities, like cathedrals and parliaments, are a product of the Middle Ages ... in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries . . . there emerge in the world those features of organized education with which we are
most familiar, all that machinery of instruction represented by faculties and colleges and courses of study,
examinations and commencements and academic degrees. In all these matters we are the heirs and
successors, not of Athens and Alexandria, but of Paris and Bologna."
— Charles Homer Haskins,
The Rise of Universities, page 1.
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It is a commonplace observation that mankind has undergone more changes in the past two hundred years than in
the previous twenty thousand. The rate of change itself seems to accelerate by geometric progression. Future
shocks, information explosions, unforeseen computer applications and energy depletions, rivet our keen attention on
the immediate moment and the one about to succeed it. We feel fortunate if we can understand half of what is
happening now, and we can hardly guess any of what is about to.
Students especially, as questioning men and women with with their lives and professions mainly before them,
naturally respond to this bombardment by concentrating on the here and now. Answering the demands of business
and technology, they may study computer programming or statistical analysis. Aware of rapid and massive upheavals
in the physical sciences, they may elect astrophysics. Knowing the need for clear, accurate communication in
business and government, they may choose a course in effective writing. Intrigued or bewildered by modern and post-
modern modes of expression in the arts, they may turn to classes in electronic music or concrete poetry.
These students may not be aware, though, that by their choices they are following an academic tradition formed
over a thousand years ago, when what we know as the liberal arts were delimited. Computer programming develops
largely from the medieval disciplines of arithmetic and geometry; astrophysics builds on ancient and medieval
astronomy; effective writing is no less a matter today of deploying grammar, rhetoric, and logic tellingly than it was a
millenium ago; and music was an established curricular offering when the first universities opened. As for statistical
analysis, at least applied to demographics, one of that science's most exhaustive triumphs — nine hundred years
later — is still the Domesday Book, compiled under William the Conquerer in the eleventh century. Even the most
contemporary of academic debate topics, the role of liberal arts education in preparing a student for a career,
appears to have been a well-worn subject when John of Salisbury took it up in 1180.
If today's college and university life continues many centuries-old traditions in any case, life at La Salle College
represents an even clearer continuity thanks to the wisdom of Saint John Baptist de la Salle, founder of the Christian
Brothers. He came of age during the famous Quarrel of the Ancients and Moderns, a cultural dispute that raged
through Europe for decades, and nowhere more vociferously than in France, where St. La Salle lived. The question,
simply stated, was whether tradition or innovation would dominate cultural life; he both symbolized and resolved this
conflict through his mission. His social position as an aristocrat and his training as a priest made him look backward
to his tradition. The very modeling of his seminary education, codified by headings like canon law and the systematic,
dogmatic, and mystical branches of theology, was a tangible triumph of medieval Scholastic organization in full and
vigorous action. And while St. La Salle, in his book The Conduct of the Christian Schools, specifically exhorted his
Brothers always to rely on tradition as the living source of their work, he also laid great stress on the necessity for
keeping tradition alive by looking forward, by being ready to discard the outworn in favor of new pedagogical methods
and approaches fitting the needs of particular times and places. His whole life's work showed a brilliant gift for
vivifying the old by applying it to the demands of the new.
It is scarcely any wonder that the whole Church has adopted this great visionary as the patron of all teachers, for
he was a man of yesterday, today, and tomorrow. We on this campus can feel especially blessed by the work of St.
John Baptist de la Salle as we attempt to further his heritage. If we can step the more confidently into the future, it is in
no small way because he has helped us to feel Gratian and Albertus Magnus, Avicenna and Aquinas pushing us there.
— Christopher Lucca and
Vincent Kling
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WANDERING BY THE HIDEAWAY
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Eech sweete May, after fiials passe
And pupils ende thyre laste classe
Whenne pages in thyre booBeWurrte
And typewryters cease plickinge f<
One ful seson and a dayel j+l ': •
Of which now for workelrecefle we paie,
Thenne our masters, whojire sjtphe sages,
Longen to goon on pilgrimai
i»
Befel that in that seson on a day •
In Cat De La Salle as I lay
Redy to goon on my pilgrimage
To Hideaway with ful devout courage,
Whenne I, with a compaignye of sondry fole yfalle
Into felaweshipe, and pilgrims were we alle.
Knyghtes ther were, and eech a worthy man,
That fro the tyme La Salle first bigan,
They would riden out to defend ones lyke me,
In the Quad, the dorms, in Wister and Olneye:
And in thyre smalish cars they would flee
Attacke, so did they love securitie.
A Cook ther was, a man whose wit and wisdom,
Whose lerned tales were knoon in alle Cristendom.
r*
M.
At times. this wyse cook would speake of Shakespeare
* Amongst his scolers to teche them fear;
But this only drove them from his bitter brew,
And fro thyre schedules thenne they would hym hewe.
And soe this cook would techen alle the day
But alas! folk could clearlye see hys feet of claye.
' i
With hym was Sir GTedy — about monie, noone knew more,
But above all this world he cherisheti "honour."
In lectures, he spoke oft of Adam but ne'er of Eve,
Yet hys words, lyke spelles, made one too weak to leave.
To his felawes and folowers he was a cog
In operatioun of the lerned halles, despite his constant fog;
Perhaps thys condicioun was paused by the dismal science
In which he engaged, from honour and monie — an unholy
alliance.
I* I
A Philosophour was, who teches in oure College,
And from hys ancient bookes, he gives us unknowne
knowledge;
But of what sorte is knowledge that is not economics,
History, or English? It is worthy metaphysiks!
Such master of hys sacred subject is oure Dr. Merlin,
That he can prove one day ther is, the next, ther is no heaven.
By Socratick methods, he showes we knowe alle lore,
Still, it seems thys wisdom does not keep us from failure.
EMKflSfeaM
WANDERING BY THE HIDEAWAY (continued):
With us too was an Editour,
That at yellow journalism cried, "Namor!"
About late articles would she compleyne
So that her wryters viewed her with desteyne;
Her printing shop she moved to Old Wistere,
For by this shift now noone can interfere
With even one deleetynge act
Which leaves ne'er a storye intact.
Ther was a good ruler, Quene Chris men did her calle,
And her careful rule extended over alle;
Some rejoyced and otheres yet were sadde
For our first quene whom no man hadde:
Of manly candidates ther was nolack,
But she to marriage offers turned her back.
Alone, this wondrous bureaucracy she oversees;
Though little is done, ther are a hundred committees.
With us ther was a Wif of Barfe,
Wei drest in her scarlet gowne and scarfe.
This worthy wif koude rooste, broille and frye,
Maken a soup, and she wel baked a pye;
These meals were sometymes nourissyng,
And potent enow to poison a king!
Muche to her credit, no morsel went to waste,
Even if this meant a scarifyce to taste.
Whilst then assembled in this compaignye
In Caf De La Salle I turned to see
A man whose mind and manner I deemed wys;
These traits were exceded onlye by his size.
Bolde of hys speche, proude and wel taught,
Hys words flowed unimpeeded by a thought;
This seemly man, the Hooste of the halle
Was dressed in black to answer his calle.
His words showed he coude be a right merie man,
But here he was not, as his speche bigan:
"Gentil folk, to Hideaway ye speede,
Anon to partake of blisful meade!
And wel I woude, as ye goon by the weye,
Suggest ye eech could tel a tale to pleye
A game in which one at my juggement
Would win, if ye alle give assent."
With these fair wordes oure hooste his plan had sown,
And yet it left the pilgrims doumbe as stone;
So now for fear the game would fail,
Oure hooste continued, "Bread and ale,
Ful meal to him who wins the game,
At Caf De La Salle, in Goddes name!"
At once I knew oure hooste's mistake:
Proud Pat had thought he would partake
Of meals prepared by his goode maides;
But we would sooner dwell in Hades
Than trust the Wif of Barfe to fix
For one's good tale a deadly mix.
The pilgrims, who had sitten ther lyke stones
Did now emit a verie floode of groans.
The first to speke was good Quene Chris:
"My Food Committee shall study this!"
The Editour said about the dishes,
"Headlines shall read, 'The Tale Pat Punishes.'
"
Wys Doctor Merlin, lyke to Aristotle,
Put reason o'er appetite, saying, "Let's get a bottle."
The lerned Cook in tone rebellious spoke:
"lago's here, in mannes subtle cloak!"
Amidst the loud confusion and discord
An Emerysary appreared from the lord
Of the tavern with the moste savorie ale,
To which, in comparision, all others did pale.
"Dear lords and ladies," the messandere said,
"My master Jack bids all, 'Drink and be fed;'
So let us now, everyone, to Hideaway ryde;
To this sacred spot I shall act as your gyde."
Our journey was short, the Knyghtes led the way;
Upon finding the inn, in fact, they did stay.
The pitiful plan of Proud Pat was forgotten,
Replaced by the good will of angels and men.
Not a hard word was spoken as in the uproar,
All anger passed. Instead men did pour
Delicious brews in search of true felicitee,
And found solutions that the sober cannot see.
To one and all did good Sir Daniels round,
Leaving all more cheerful than he had them found.
Suche was the journey of these worthy pilgrims,
Whose cups were by grace ful to the brims;
This author did gladly join in the cheere,
But of more import was the cause of oure fear —
Pat's evil plague, that sent us from Caf De La Salle
May you ne'er partake of. Goddes save us one and alle!
Qwj — Thomas Rodden


SIGNS OF THE SPIRIT
The Christian Brothers live by the
motto "Signum Fidei," which can be
translated as "sign of faith" or "spirit of
faith." The visual symbol of that faith is a
five-pointed star, based on the medieval
pentangle and deriving from the story of
the Magi. The Wise Men lived out faith in
following the star of Bethlehem, and they
did indeed find the Christ Child at the end
of their search. Likewise, the founder of
the Brothers of the Christian Schools,
Saint John Baptist de la Salle, wished the
Brothers to be "wise teachers and faith-
fully seek out children to educate."
The adoption of the motto "spirit of
faith" goes back to the earliest days of
the Christian Brothers. John Baptist de la
Salle was born into a wealthy, aristocrat-
ic family in Reims, France. By 1682 he
had formed the firm conviction that God
was calling him to be an educator. He
gave his fortune to the poor and joined a
group of schoolmasters who named
themselves the Brothers of the Christian
Schools. Although he had to fight some
powerful vested interests which exer-
cised a monopoly on education in France,
he succeeded in founding and teaching in
schools of a new kind. His experience in
educating the poorest of children, va-
grants who had been growing up on the
streets, convinced him that only a reli-
gious group strengthened by vows could
find the courage needed to teach. The
Brothers took vows of poverty, chastity,
and obdience, and they added a vow to
persevere in their vocation and to teach
gratuitously. That vow obliges the Broth-
ers to teach for no income and to accept
no personal gifts from students or their
parents. St. La Salle's ideal was to rely
solely on Divine Providence from the
start, and he later formulated the simple
motto "spirit of faith" as an outward sign
of the Brothers' reliance.
The truths of Sacred Scripture were al-
ways to be the first guide to knowledge
and insight through faith. The Brothers
were not to allow themselves to judge the
children they taught by appearance or in-
nate ability; they strove to see each child
as an individual unique to all human histo-
ry and in need of formation by God's
teaching.
After the suspensions and persecu-
tions of the French Revolution, the Broth-
ers spread out to all parts of the world,
bringing their "spirit of faith" to new coun-
tries and continents. They are now in
eighty-five countries, including many in
the Third World. Seeking from the time of
the founder on to adapt and change as
needed, the Brothers have always been
prepared to modify, but not to compro-
mise, the "spirit of faith," which is meant
to be a whole way of life, not just an inspri-
ing slogan.
The details of the original concept have
changed because theology itself has
changed since the seventeenth century.
The Church is a living thing, and living
things change. In the early days of the
Christian Brothers, the secular world was
looked on as a trap, an unworthy arena of
spiritual living. It was considered danger-
ous, and spirituality was thought at that
time to consist first of withdrawal. Unique-
ly, though, St. La Salle was able to look at
the traditions of spirituality and keep the
best while adapting them to the demands
and tasks of a modern, secular culture. In
himself, he was a brilliant blend of the
past and the future, because he concen-
trated so intensely on the present. So his
schools, too, took on his spirit, growing
flexible in curriculum and teaching meth-
ods. The Brothers look at the secular
world in a different way now, and they
participate more actively in it. Their stat-
ed goal still incorporates the reliance on
Divine Prodivence as they work in the
"spirit of faith" to "give a good education
to everyone and leave the conversion to
God." £j2ij
Patty Tonelli (with help from










I hear screams of children, horns of cars
blaring music, whistling sirens
yet
My silence lingers on and on and on
My silence is irreplaceable
for













I toast You! "Old Man Winter"
"Cheers" to all Frostbitten relics!
(forgive me friend) for
I am now a guest at the banquet of "Lady Springtime'
I consume the freshness of her delicacies!
I nourish the embryo of tomorrow
with this moments dawning of greenery!
I slip sporadically her fine liquor,
Brandied droplets of dew.
I am young I am alive
I am reborn as this maiden beckons!




By our very presence,
we initiate the transformation of
dreams to goals.
In exhibitions of enthusiasm
we demonstrate a grasping of
tomorrow, prematurely.
n a multitude of achievements,
















A word to the wise: As you dine in the Cat,
Mingling with friends or interrogating staff,
Beware! Don't ever dare leaf through that book,























The essence of control lies in the essence
of the Being,
yet the man cluttering himself only with thoughts
of other men
shall know only of their existence.
The essence of be-coming lies in the essence of
existing today
yet the man bombarding himself only with visions
of tomorrow
has forsaken the realm of beauty in this dawning.
The essence of learning lies in the essence of
willingness
yet the man permitting the entrance of only
desired knowledge
defeats the intended purpose of education.






I have recently discovered that you live dissolu-
tely and slothfully, preferring license to re-
straint, play to work, and strumming a guitar
while the others are at their studies . . . You do
not study . . . hut play and wander about.
— Letter to a medieval student





It seems commuters really believe that
residents enjoy a healthy atmosphere
which allows quick access to professors,
the library, and the gym. How naive of you.
It's simply not true; it's a rumor. A myth
which can be dispelled beyond question
with examples of what everyone else has
to say about us.
All the professors know the wild ex-
tremes of behavior practised regularly in
the residence halls. Once a teacher told
me that, "[the] residents have a before
— during — after philosophy. The first
thing each resident does in the morning is
wish there was a party. Therefore they
band together for an insane beer blast.
Afterwards they all wish there was an-
other. Everyone parties, and no one
studies."
Mothers also are very aware. You just
can't fool a mother. When one mother
was dropping her freshman son off, she
said, "Where can I find a mop and some
window cleaner? Every college student is
a slob, and I want my son to have a fresh
room to make a mess out of."
Even the administrators have us
pegged. The typical administrative re-
mark about the students who staff the
dorms is, "We PAY these people?!!"
Finally, if you listen to any Brother who
has worked in the dormatories in the past
you're bound to hear, "[that] in my day the
students were all clean cut and well man-
nered. Now they're all sleeping
together."
I hope the commuters can see what this
proves, and I wish that you would start
listening to everyone else. It's time to
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These words of Dr. Richard T. Geruson
sum up the essential purpose and goal of
the Urban Studies and Community Ser-
vices Center. Founded in 1967, the Urban
Center was seen as the ideal means for
La Salle College to take a more effective
and active role in neighborhood life. At
the outset, the Center was concerned
mainly with the development of neighbor-
hood resources to help improve commu-
nity life. In the initial stages, the Center
was housed in a small room in the base-
ment of the La Salle Apartments. With a
staff of two people, the groundwork had
been laid. Dr. Geruson, now chairman of
the board of the Center, feels that its ear-
ly activities were the foundation of its cur-
rent success. "While many urban studies
centers in the 1960's and early '70's
stressed the research component, La
Salle stressed the community service
component . . . Many centers were ham-
pered by the fact that their schools were
initially seen as oriented to research.
Many of the neighborhood groups in
these areas resented the research, often
producing a negative attitude between
school and community. I don't think that
ever was so or is so now in the case of La
Salle." The community service compo-
nent at La Salle took the form of technical
assistance. Some of the specific areas it
focused on were housing deficiencies,
neighborhood leadership, and consumer
action, all of which involved solid cooper-
ative efforts between the neighborhood
organizations and the College.
Today, the Center takes pride in its
working community relations. Dr. Dennis
Brunn, executive director of the Urban
Studies Center, points out that all the pro-
grams initiated by the Center are de-
signed to relate specifically to the com-
munity as it really exists, not as it is
TOWN AND GOWN
The Urban Center is a set of relationships between La Salle
people and neighborhood people. It is a commitment between
staff and local residents, students and faculty, administration
and neighborhood organizations, all striving for a sense of
community.
theoretically perceived to exist. To ac-
complish this, the Center sets up joint
planning committees made up of mem-
bers from the College and from the com-
munity. The Urban Studies Board, which
is the supervisory committee for the Ur-
ban Center, is composed of equal mem-
bers representing both La Salle and the
neighborhood. The function of the board
is to see that all community projects and
programs are run for the benefit of the
College as well as the neighborhood.
As relations developed, so the Center
expanded. New funds were needed to
satisfy new and diverse needs. With the
endorsement of the College, the Center
applied for and received a major funding
grant from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation.
"Kellogg I" enabled the Center for the
first time in 1976 to specialize in commu-
nity development.
The major outgrowth of Kellogg I was
the Communiversity. The Communiversity
was and still is an extension of the Col-
lege brought directly into the neighbor-
hood. It offers non-credit courses for
adults in the Germantown, Logan, Olney,
and West Oak Lane (GLOW) areas. The
first courses focused on such topics as
neighborhood leadership, energy conser-
vation, and basic needs of the community.
The full impact of the Urban Studies Cen-
ter was just beginning to be realized.
In January, 1980, the Kellogg Founda-
tion funded another major grant, "Kellogg
II," which has enabled the Center to ex-
pand and specialize in areas where its
impact could not previously be felt. There
are now two specialists on the staff who
provide technical economic assistance
to non-profit neighborhood institutions
and small local businesses.
The Center has recently become in-
volved in community education. It has
hired a neighborhood school specialist.
Dr. Brunn points out that the essential
goal of the specialist is "to seek out par-
ent organizations related to the neighbor-
hood schools and help strengthen these
associations so that they will become
more effective as advocates of the best
possible education for their children."
Under Kellogg II, the Urban Studies
Center has been able to provide assis-
tance through in-depth research into ac-
tual development needs in the community.
It focuses on issues like housing condi-
tions, shopping tendencies, and transpor-
tation needs in the GLOW area and aims
to help the community deal more effec-
tively with problems and needs in these
areas.
Two exciting innovations of the Kellogg
II grant have been the establishment of
faculty research projects and student in-
ternships. Faculty members can receive
funds from the Center to pursue urban-
oriented research projects, and students
are able to work at the Center on many of
the programs.
The Urban Center looks forward to the
future with progressive optimism. The
College has an ability to be a catalyst for
social change and social development.
Because of the Urban Studies Center, La
Salle College can be taken as a commit-
ted part of a concerned community — a
community which will continue to grow














It had been one of those nights. End-
less pots of black coffee and an equally
endless number of pages filled with cal-
culus notes to cram into my brain for Mon-
day morning's first-period test. Alone I sat
at the kitchen table, thinking how much
easier it would be if I lived in the dorms,
surrounded by others in the same situa-
tion. Unfortunately, I lived at home. Bleary-
eyed, I wondered if all-nighters were
worth the trouble and if I would remember
or even care that y= mx+ b twenty years
from now. Too tired to study any more, I
eagerly sought the warm confines of that
once familiar object known as a bed,
swearing never to place myself in this sit-
uation again.
Sleep came fast, but morning seemed
to come even faster. Echoes of "I Don't
Like Mondays" drifted from the radio into
my subconscious brain. Could this be an
omen? Was I about to be living proof that
Murphy's Law was valid? Rubbing the
sleep from my eyes, I scanned the room.
Wow! I never knew that it's still dark at
6:00 A.M. Hey! Whafre those white
things falling out of the sky? It can't snow.
I have a calc test and I studied for it.
Maybe it'll stop. It's probably just flurries.
Besides, nothing short of a blizzard
closes La Salle College.
As I'm in the middle of getting dressed,
the phone rings. Clad only in underwear, I
race to the phone, hoping that I can an-
swer it before it wakes the rest of the
house. I hear the sound of Bill's voice on
the other end. Remembering that Monday
is his day to drive in the carpool, I immedi-
ately panic. Bill debates going to school
when it drizzles. Needless to say, I'm not
surprised when he asks, "Karen, have
you seen the snow? The roads are terri-
ble! I really hate to do this to you, but why
risk an accident? So, as much as I hate to
miss any classes, I'm no going to go in
today. By the way, do you think you could
call the others? I'm really bushed."
The roads are terrible? He must be hal-
lucinating. It's only flurrying. It couldn't
have worsened that much since last I
looked.
Doubting my own judgement, I look out
the window and notice that it is beginning
to look rather treacherous, but I've seen
worse. I switch on KYW, half-hoping to
hear that school is closed. "No cancella-
tions as of yet," barks the news announc-
er. Shadow Traffic reports back-ups on
all major roads, a condition which I attri-
bute to the inexperience of novice drivers
and to poor SEPTA service. Seems like
you can never count on mass transporta-
tion when you need it.
Instilled with as much confidence as
Muhammed Ali before a fight, I coura-
geously face the elements. Sliding down
the front walk and into the driver's seat of
my '67 Camaro, I pray that it will decide to
run today. Maybe Dad was right when he
advised me to buy something newer and
more reliable, but, insisting on my inde-
pendence and good judgement, I bought
Because I Commute!
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what I thought was a real bargain. After
all, it was the car to have and it had plenty
of potential, none of which seems in evi-
dence now. I feel a burning desire to run
inside and ask Dad for the keys to the
family station wagon, but the "l-told-you-
so" lecture and the "You-should-have-
listened-to-me" sermon I would receive
would not be worth it.
Crossing fingers and toes, I turn the key
in the ignition, only to hear sounds which I
interpret as the car's way of saying, "I
don't want to go." This car has a lot of
nerve. How dare this car fail me in my hour
of need? After several minutes of my vac-
illating between intense prayer and ver-
bal abuse, it kicks over. Things are
looking up! At least one thing has gone
right.
Bumper-to-bumper
traffic forces me to rely
on my navigational skills.
The time has come to
sample the back raods
which every other com-
muter swears by. Since
so many alternative
routes exist, I figure it
must be pretty easy. I
find out very quickly that
I have overestimated
road conditions and the
simplicity of back roads.
Adding to my aggrava-
tion, I am forced to listen
to Ellery Queen's Minute
Mysteries because I've
been too lazy to install
the FM stereo I bought
months ago. Compared
to my problem, Ellery's
are a piece of cake.
"He'll have to solve this
one on his own." I think
and switch the radio off.
Gradually, the sinking feeling that I am
totally lost becomes more intense. I must
have taken the wrong turn when I came to
that fork in the road. Great! A fifty-fifty
chance and I blow it. I persevere and drive
on, determined to find La Salle College.
Some of the scenery looks familiar, espe-
cially the green Buick wedged into the
snow ditch. I realize that I passed this
way ten minutes ago. Now I'm desperate.
I select a street at random, determined to
follow it blindly to the end. What's that
ahead? Could it be Hayman Hall? Yes, I
can tell by the shape, and there are Col-
lege Hall and the dorms. Ecstatic, I skid
into the parking lot.
Leaving early does have its rewards,
and now it's time to reap the benefits. It's
only 8:00 o'clock and the parking lot is
empty. Totally empty. My luck must be
changing. I might salvage the day after
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Eager to grab some coffee before the
test, I hastily gather my books, which
have lurched and slid to various locations
throughout the car. As I cautiously make
my way to the Union over slippery terrain,
I notice that the campus looks rather des-
olate, except for two mangy neighbor-
hood mongrels who seem to be heading in
my direction. Upon sighting me, their non-
chalant strut turns rapidly into a mad rush.
I try to look friendly, but that has no effect.
Like a quarterback about to be sacked, I
brace myself for the blitz. The next thing I
know, I'm flat on my back with my books
scattered around me in the snow. The cul-
prits are about twenty yards behind me,
leaving me in their tracks. Now where is
my calc book with the charts for the test?
form to her demands.
By this time, I am truly convinced that I
have lived out Murphy's Law: anything
that can go wrong, will. Of course, it
wasn't funny while it was happening, but
perhaps someday I'll be able to laugh
about it and all of my trials and tribula-
tions as a commuter. I may doubt my mo-
tives for attending college, but when it's
all over I'll be thankful for this journey
through hell. Sure, I miss some of the fun
of dorm life by living at home, but college
in itself is an experience no one should be
denied. At times you'll want to cry or quit
or even contemplate suicide, but some-
thing inside you inspires you to perse-
vere, because these are the best years of
our lives. £j*[j
— Karen M. Ruszkowski
-'"•»'•^i- "'-v.-.;
Obviously, since it's not in the car, and it's
not in the snow, it must be at home. Feel-
ing defeated, I enter the Union and comb
the cafeteria, searching for a familiar
face. I see none; in fact, the only face I
see is that of a janitor who strolls over to
me.
"What are you doing in here? Don't you
know classes are cancelled?"
I want to die. My efforts have been in
vain. Out of courtesy I thank him, but I
really feel like cursing.
In no mood for nonsense, I get into my
car and head straight for Roosevelt Bou-
levard, which is now somehwhat clear
and deserted after the morning rush hour.
Visions of a warm bed dance in my head
as I approach home. Entering the house, I
get headed off by Mom. She apprehends
me and barrages me with a thousand and
one questions. I'm disgusted, but I half-
heartedly sacrifice my warm bed and con-
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We're feeling the effects of rising inflation,
While we're paying thru out teeth for this education!
We're crammin' all night and yankin' out hairs
The La Salle experience is truly quite rare!
— Rita C. Brooks
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GROWING, GROWING . . .
Most of us came to La Salle because of
its intimate nature. By intimate, though,
we did not mean having to rush the Dallas
front four during class changes in Olney
Hall. Cheek-to-cheek dancing in the
bookstore line wasn't part of the bargain,
either. Nor did we expect to find intimacy
at a snack bar table designed for four and
seating twelve. Forget the pinball ma-
chines; that's a lost cause.
Discover the difference at La Salle:
even fewer parking spaces, longer waits
for the sumptuous food, occasional trem-
ors from those earsplitting jackhammers
outside the College Union. As if that were
not quite enough of a plight, the situation
becomes even more frustrating when you
realize that we seniors, anyway, aren't
going to be around to reap the fruits of our
agonies. So much for a fair shake.
But believe it or not, there is indeed a
method to such madness. They really are
on our side. The story goes something
like this . . .
Six hundred and eighty students gradu-
ated from La Salle last year, one of the
smallest graduating classes in the Col-
lege's history. About nine hundred fresh-
men and two hundred transfers were ad-
mitted forthe Fall, 1980 semester. So the
grand total of new students on campus
lies somewhere between three and four
hundred. La Salle is bulging at the seams.
The object, however, says Dr. Ray-
mond P. Heath, Vice President for Stu-
dent Affairs, is not to increase enrollment,
but rather to maintain it. You could have
fooled me. Nonetheless, he explained,
"The expansion of facilities really has not
been based on conscious attempts to in-
crease our enrollment. But we need to ac-
cept the fact that our enrollment is and
will continue to be around 3,500 to 4,000
students. Thus we need additional facili-
ties just to meet the needs of the students
already here."
It is difficult to deny the validity of such
insightful action. But, selfish as we are,
insight doesn't help you when you have
ten minutes to grab a bite, and the cafete-
ria line stretches somewhere beyond
McShain Hall. Why, oh why did they have
to pick our year to expand?
If it's any comfort at all, the 1981 class
won't suffer alone. While the initial stages
of expansion began almost five years
ago, the completion of the plans could
extend into the late eighties, according to
Dr. Heath. Freshmen, take heed, for in
this case, misery most certainly loves
company.
Although little is actually final, La Salle
hopes during the next decade to begin
renovations in the residence halls, the
Union Building, College Hall, the Holroyd
Science Center, and the library. Other
projects include the possible construc-
tion of outdoor athletic facilities. But new
buildings and additional wings don't sim-
ply sprout. That's where the "Campaign
for the '80's" comes in. A three-year de-
velopment drive lauched on May 15,
1979, the Campaign is designed to raise
some fifteen million dollars for the financ-
ing of La Salle's physical expansion.
Where does the academic side fit into
all this fund-raising, budget-juggling, and
brick-laying? Dr. Heath maintains that an
addition of three hundred students
doesn't automatically bring about a need
for a proportional increase in faculty. The
demographics of the institution have to
be analyzed first. For instance, recent
years have witnessed a steady decline in
students entering the traditional liberal
arts program. During the same time,
though, enrollment in the business school
has climbed higher each year. Additions
therefore have to be made in keeping with
needs. Though Dr. Heath does predict a
net gain of part-time faculty in 1981, the
hiring of any full-time faculty is a serious
question, one requiring more analysis, in-
stitutional research, and thought on the
College's part. Whatever the future
brings, though, La Salle will maintain and
strengthen its primary function of educat-
ing people to read, to write, and to think
clearly. As Dr. Heath explains, "La
Salle's principal commitment as a liberal
arts institution will survive."
Long after we graduate, the sound of
jackhammers and bulldozers will still res-
onate throughout campus. Long after our
cars suffer the scars of the student-facul-
ty parking lot, security will still be ticket-
ing people for parking in "undesignated"
spots. Long after the cafeteria lines sub-
side for us, the food will still be the object
of jokes and complaints.
Perhaps the class of 1981 should take
heart in the fact that we are the last proud
members of a breed destined for extinc-
tion. It is our duty to carry on the traditions
and memories of the uncluttered, peace-
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CAMPUS STORE
A Tasty-Cake promotion in the court ot Marie An-
toinette? The Brocken Berg revels in full cry? Is this
what Goodperson Brown, LaSalle student, really
saw? Obviously it is only the rush for books at the
onset of the new term. The Bacchantes screaming
Sosh or some other shibboleth, will, as foretold,
eventually fade into thin air. Peace, returns. Char-
lotte sits patiently in the center of the web, The mes-
sage? Sale! Sale! Sale! dreaming of the new store
space, space, and more space. All the while her
minions, posting over the campus, serve; what is
more, they believe the adage about book covers and
extrapolation. What you see is what you get; what
you get is courtesy, service and bargins. iJ*U
— Dr. Ralph Thornton
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Executive Board First Row: Len Zim-
merman, Vice-President of Academic
Affairs; Chris Andreas, President; Dan-
iel J. Tann, Vice-President of Business
Affairs. Second Row: Jackie Alford,
Vice-President of Student Affairs; Ed
Turner, Vice-President of Public Af-
fairs.
Greg Nowak, Chairman Open House 1980 with
Dan Tann











First Row: Reginald B. King, Greg Arbiz, Nanciann Frazier, Christine "Hurt" Razzler, Ives Betancourt, Joan Hannum, Wendy Samter, Jane







First Row: Jim Mooney, Joan
Howe. Second Row: Bob Steven-
son, Helene Delley, Lori Rowley,
Joe Gallagher, Doug Beine. Third
Row: Margie Holly, Mariette
O'Malley. Diego Calderia. Tom
Green, Paula D. B., Ann Thomas.
Fourth Row: Donna Sons, Bill Wa-
kelee, Sue Calahan. Fifth Row:
Bob Tonizak, Mike Standing, Len
Lorito. Sixth Row: George
Stroupe.
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First Row: Ed McDevitt, Mike Dempsey, Thomas Donna Skalicky, Dan Parente, Joe Lew. Second











First Row: Joe Margay, John D Rossi; Second Row: Ed
Peifer, Joe Speaker, Mike Bodnar, Pat McGurk. Third
Row: John F. Klaiber, Fred Karcher, Jeffery Arrington,
Kelly Leonard, John Mengacci, Dave Wasserbach.
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ALPHA CHI RHO
First Row; Tom O'Malley, Joe Peppelman, Ed Turner, Mark Shin, Brother Bill Martin (Moderator), Gerry Wixted, Jim Markmann. Second Row; John




First Row; Chris Walters, Sue Altamore, Maureen Brady,
Elaine Fina, Ellen Rielly, Anne Marie Manning, Barb Kelly, Barb
Chimel, Donna Trolla, Brenda Cunningham, Janice Keenan.
Second Row; Katie White, Maureen Schattler, Michelle Wor-
man, Anne Marie Becker, Barbara Howe, Bev Ryan, Sheila
Smith, Joan Waters, Daryl Landgraf, Karen Childs. Kathy Gold-




First Row; Tom Callahan, Paul Fiehs, Brian Franacella, Greg Valente.







First Row; Pat Littel, Jane Splendido, Grace Dovell, Eileen Gilette, Second Row; Helen
Kleschick. Kathy Franks. Theresa DiLello. Constance Cuper, Sue Stackhouse. Third
Row; Elise Parker, Lori Stieffenhofer, Debbie Tomcho, Sandy Foglia. Fourth Row;
Celeste Riley, Ann Stumpo, Anne Marie Coyle.
First Row; Marilyn Palma, Diane Strockbine, Lynn Piakowski, Vicki Allen, Eileen Walsh, Cheryl
Travitz, Sylvia Pokorni, Helga Jack. Second Row; Karen Dettra, Elaine Geary, Kathy Cherry,




Front row: George Seuff, Martin McCann, Dennis Regan, Ralph Gilmore, Michael McCann, James Burns,
Lee Hughes,
Second row: Joseph Panchella, Jack King, Dave Rozanski, James Carrigan, Dan Vile, John Berndt,
Callix Zenner, Joseph Lynch, Louis Roros, George De Lisi, Paul Erlichman, Patrick Kenney,
Third row: John Persichetti, John Dougherty, Paul Poiesy, Mike Magnavita, Jerry Lezynski,
Fourth row: Joseph Colon, Steve Desino, Br. Gerry Molyneaux, (Moderator) Michael MacDonald, Ber-
nard Farley, Jake Griffin, Dr. Roland Holroyd, (Advisor) Brian Olshevski, Edward Waddington, Eugene




Front row: Kenneth Heys, Michael Cuturi, Michael McCaffrey, Paul Strus,
Second row: Christopher Trotter, John Bergin, Ignatius Brett, Sam Catanzaro,
Patrick McGovern,
Third row: Robert Fabiszewski, Richard Bernier, Timothy McMullin, John Arnold,
Andrew Pagano, Aidan Diviny, Brian Donnelly,
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Front row: Pete McNamara, Duane Kelly, Pat Delaney,
Joe Spudaro, Tim Feeney, Jerry Spudaro, Rich O'Don-
nell,
Second row: Roger Niemczyk, Vince Melchiorre, Bob
Marzullo, Dave Dorman, Bill Larkin, Tom O'Mara, Sib
Fanto,
Third row: Dom Rizzo, Frank Kolinka, Rudy Tellmann,
Andy Calhoun, Kurt Gale, Bill Wolfe, John Seay, Jim













Front row: Joe Burns, Bill Walsh, Jim Staerk, Bob Lutz, Jack Schneider, Fred Mellon, Ken Jenkins, Rob Scharle,
Second row: Tom Newman, Mike Demarco, Timothy O'Conner, Mike DelGais, Matt Gaynor, Jim Dunn, Steve Zarrilli. John
Conrey, Paul Rafferty,
Third row: Chris Donner, Tom Bonsack, Jeff Hentz, Doug Coulter, Jim Keane, Tom Zamadics, Steve Kennedy, Bill Mellon.
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First Row; Peggy Cook. Kathy Greely, Bruce Steggert, Lori Pompa
(Moderator).
Second Row; Maureen McGovern. Karen Simmons. Shawn Witmer.
Kevin Thomas, Barb O'Reilly.
Education Society — C.E.C.
First Row; Dee Phillips, Karen O'Grady, Carol Tartaglia, Gina Collins, Patty
Pownall, Paulette Butler. Second Row; Bob Hauk, Maureen Graven, Evan Malin,
Diane Shultz, Claire Brown, Maria Guinta, Brother Gerry Vernot (Moderator).
The Italian
' Club of LSC
First Row; J. Widman, B. Coll, M.J. Wysock, J. Eiser, E. Lauer.
Second Row; A. Dimarco, F. Mannella, B. Ruggeri, C. Luciani,
A. Saldutti, F. Cefali, F. Szabo. Third Row; A. Pennetti, E.
Reed, J. Mazurek, C. Testa, S. Guzzi.
International
Club
Pilar Boroneo. Jonathan Dee. Tony Tsui. Enrico Gama-
linda, Peter Hodel, Keiko Yamakawa, Ann Quintyne,






Front row: James T. Manns, Alan Tucker, Linda Manfredonia, Andrea
Cholewiak,
Second row: Joe Venditt, Denis Sheils, Joanne Brenner, Elissa Gatlo,




Front row: Christine Isabelle, Elaine Stalbenew,
Frances Scully,
Second row: Linda Straguzzi, Laura Iris, Pam
Grosso, Michael Korzeniowski (Moderator), Bill
Wagner, Ben Mashioff,
Third row: Barb Kelly, Jim Jeffers, Rita Morrin, Lois
larney, Carol Lentini, Maryann Kratowicz, Susan
Princivalle
Investment Club
Front row: John Rossi, Bob Cerino, Kurt Kramer, Josette Trunzo, Mike Mooney, Harry
Craney,
Second row: Sue McBride, Joan Smallwood, Neil Curran




Dr. di Roccaferrera, (Moderator), Joann
Brenner, Ann O'Brien, Rita Morin, Linda
Stragdizzi, Carol Lentini, Sue McBride, Rich
Dillaquila, Karen Garman, Cheryl Travitz,
Kathy Greenfield, Jerry Doherty, Karen
Rieszkowski, Roger Clay, George Meek,








Front row: Carlos Monteiro, Ronald Fabrizio, Cathy Filemy, Joanne B. Brenner, Tony Mancuso, Eileen Walsh, Maureen
Sheehan,
Second row: John Mayza, Marianne Steelman, Anna Serace, Gwen Tisdale, Joseph Procopio, Diane Strockbine.
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Front row: Scott Sadel, Larry Atkins, Jeffrey Wolper,
Second row: Glenn Berman, Joan Lit, Steven Kaye, Stephen Wiener, Deborah
Becker.
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First Row; Patty Pownall. Second Row; Dee Phillips, Carol Tartaglia, Regina Collins Paulette Butler. Third
Row; Bob Houk, Maureen Graven, Evan M. Mahn, Diane Shultz, Clare Brown, Maria Giunta, Bro. Gerry Vernot
(Moderator).
First Row; Mary McGonigle, Cindy Alrarez, Tamie Simpson, Janet Bradley.
Second Row; Rita McGlone, Matt Walton, Barb Simon (Moderator), Pat Monaghan, Janine Mariscotti, Keith
Enty, Sybil Montgomery (Moderator), Fanny Karivalis, Ellen Malone.
Ukranian Club
First Row; Chris Holowchak, Julia
Fedyk, Lydia Haninchak, Olga
Maslij, Anne Antonenko, Olenka
Lewychyj, Marta Lubynskyj, Roma
Szkilnyk, Mike Krochak. Second
Row; Martha Kaczaj, Lisa Sawchu,
Jim Lyons, Lew Pyrih, Dennis
Porno, Mike Fediw, Paul Koz-
morsky. Third Row; Halyna Hora-
jecky, Christina Czhyzowych, Nich
Weremijenko, Taras Trypupenko,




First Row; Mary Conti, Terry Hollisler, Marianne Coyle,
Peggy Roberts Weber, Brian Caroll, Dr. Bernhardt Blu-
menthal (Moderator) Second Row; Annette Roy, Ber-
nadette lacovone, Andreas Andrejciw. Robert Bassler.
Isabell Sandtner. Renate Andrejciw.
Students'
Economic Association
First Row; Chuck Capone, Mark Kenney, Rosemary Kashlak, Lisa Makosewski, Roma Szkil-
nyk, Olena Lewyckskyj. Second Row; Alan Tucker, Tony Foster, Greg Nowak, Larry Mellon,
Mike Basile, Jim Blum.
Math/Computer Science Club
Hellenic Society
First Row; Katherine Keller (Moderator), Nick Tsiadis. John Markopou-
los, Pete Sarianos, Voula Doulis, Maria Soulintzis. Second Row; Elpinike
Koussis, Anne Smith, Karen Cherry, Virginia Keyhayas, Fanny Karivalis.
First Row; Dr. Charles Hofmann (Moderator), Bruce Steggert, Dave Kowalczyk,
Paulette Butler.
Second Row; Donna Malloy, Mike Girone. Patty Pownall, Terry Gauder, Gerry Shields.
Third Row; Joann Lawler, Jeff Lescious, Joanne Kelly, Janice Moser, Jane Eiser,
Sharon Tavani, Tony Dziemidko, Nancy McGee, Peggy Monaghan, Holly Reedinger. Fourth
Row; Dr. Sam Wiley (Moderator), Joe Webb, Jim Bresnan, John Engelhart, Walter




Front row: Hugh Cooper, Rene White, Vi-
viane Philmon, Delphine Matthews, Linda
Sullivan, Donald Fulker.
Second row: Steve Milburn, Mark Long,
Tony DiLea, Roy Matthews, Ken Harvey.
























Grane^ (Moderator), R. Gembala,
. Second row: K. Henderson, M. Valente, D. LiVigni, B. Sicoransa, J.R. McCor










Third row: Posing — Louisa, Sixth Countess of Sandwich by Sir Thomas Law-
rence, P.R.A. (British, 1769 - 1830).
Dan Odea, Chis Crumlish, Tom Snyder, Scott
Smith. Right To Life







Front row: Capt. Harry Tomlin, MaryEllen Boland, Capt. Stephen Lutz (Moderator), Regina Conaway, John Adams, Desiree Merritt, April Griffin,
Yvette Bellamy,
Second row: Tom Corley, Cliff Holden, Bob Sloane, Ed Murt, Beth Higgins, Marvin Whitest, Joe Large,
Third row: Tom Rowe, Francis Plunkett, Ben Cohen, Emil Neal, Nancy Sarsfield, John McGovern, Charlie Wogan,
Fourth row: Jim Neal, Sam Falcone, Owen Human, Fred Golcewski, Felix Ganz, Ted Rizzo, Tony Sherman,
Standing: Lou Giamo, Bob Howe, Mitch Baker, Joe Falcone. Capt. Miles Cary, Joe Collins, Capt. Arnold Smith, Mike Hartnett, Master Sergeant
Richard Donald, Mike Capporale, Mike Maniero, Mark Bitting.
Drill Team Ranger Adventure Club
Front row: Ed Murt, April Griffin, Desiree Merritt, Yvette Bellamy, Felix Ganz, Jim Neal, Bob Howe, Tom Corley, Master Seageant Richard Donald (Modera-
Tom Rowe, tor), Lou Giamo, Tom Rowe.
Second row: Master Sergeant Richard Donald, Charles Wogan, Cliff Holden,










1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

OPEN HOUSE 1980
From the halls of Roland Holroyd to the
shores of Hayman Hall, the La Salle Col-
lege campus was ablaze with color, ac-
tion, and tradition one glorious November
afternoon. The twenty-seventh annual
Open House, with a Mummers' string
band, an organ grinder, a Polish polka
band, a classic car parade, and a visit
from the twenty-sixth President of the
United States, showcased La Salle for an
estimated 10,000 guests.
The theme for this year's Open House
was "La Salle College: Alive with Tradi-
tion." At the opening ceremonies, held in
the College Union Ballroom, the Students'
Government Association honored two
worthy members of that great tradition.
Mr. Joseph Gallagher, chairman and chief
executive officer of the Industrial Valley
Bank and Trust Company, and member of
the La Salle class of 1950, received an
award of commendation for his work in
service to the people of Philadelphia.
Also, Sister Charity Kohl, a former mem-
ber of the La Salle faculty, was honored
for her work with CORA (Counseling Or
Referral Assistance).
The student exhibits reflected the
theme in a variety of ways. Many groups




pects of their activity. Others took a step
into the future. The language clubs of-
fered an array of culinary delights, danc-
ing, and singing. They provided a wealth
of entertainment for the visitors to Olney
Hall. Hillel, the Jewish student organiza-
tion, presented a traditional wedding at
which a student "rabbi" officiated. The
La Salle Singers and the La Salle Jazz
Band also looked back glowingly at their
musical traditions. The Education Soci-
ety, on the other hand, looked to the fu-
ture in presenting the classroom of tomor-
row.
In the Roland Holroyd Science Center,
the Newtonian Society amazed all with a
laser light show that was as good as most
commercial productions, if not better. The
blackened laboratory looked like a land-
ing strip at night as small light-emitting
diodes outlined a "safe passage" zone
between the holograms and the lasers.
The Marketing Association designed a
presentation of business marketing tradi-
tions around the concept of the three-ring
circus. The Beta Alpha Accounting hon-
ors society even managed a visit from
Philadelphia's best known fanatical mas-
cot.
A short ride on the Explorer Express
took the guests to Hayman Hall, where
the annual tap-off games were held. They
were preceded by a cake-cutting cere-
mony in honor of the three hundredth anni-
versary of the founding of the Christian
Brothers. The Blue and Gold Swim Meet
kept Kirk Pool teeming with activity, while
the women's basketball team played that
team's alumnae in a true contest of tradi-
tions.
No Open House would be what it is,
though, without cooperation from the
weather. A nearly perfect day of blue
skies and bright sunshine turned gray,
cold, and wet as the afternoon came to a
close. Fortunately, even the "nearly tradi-
tional" deluge was not enough to dampen
the spirits of those who had come to ex-
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The professor was put under bond to live up to a
minute set of regulations which guaranteed his
students the worth of the money paid by each . .
.
He must begin with the bell and quit within one
minute after the next bell . . . No one might
spend the whole year on introduction and bib-
liography!
— Haskins, pp. 9-10
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An Interview with the President
REPORTER:
Brother Ellis, just what is the function
of a college president? What does
your job involve?
Bro. Ellis:
There are no two days alike, because
the president of college does not de-
termine his own schedule to the same
degree that other officials do, in that
there are so many off-campus
commitments.
Day to day functions of the college
are carried on by the provost, the vice-
presidents, and the deans, so that the
president is free to represent the col-
lege off campus. This occupies about
half his time. In addition to things that
involve money, there is a civic plight. In
my case it involves a Greater Philadel-
phia Partnership, which is a group of
business, professional, and a small
number of education people. I am on
the executive committee. We get into
such issues as mass transit, new jobs
for the city, the international character
of the city, and all kinds of public is-
sues. We try to speak for the corpo-
rate, professional and educational
community on these issues to the city
government, the press and others.
That's just one involvement. Another
is with educational associations. The
Pennsylvania Association of Colleges
and Universities is a group of 190 col-
leges and universities that grant de-
grees in Pennsylvania. We relate to the
state government primarily and also to
the Federal government through agen-
cies and commissions in the advocacy
of student aid programs, grant pro-
grams, and things of that nature which
affect our students throughout Penn-
sylvania. There are also national asso-
ciations; The Association of Catholic
Colleges and Universities, for in-
stance, deals primarily with the whole
question of academic freedom in rela-
tion to Church teachings.
Now at 7600 people part-time and
full-time, we are among the ten largest
Catholic institutions of the country and
therefore should have a say in matters.
We need someone involved who will
keep the direction fixed — somewhat
like a messenger who brings back to
the campus the news of "what's cook-
ing" and represents the La Salle point
of view.
On campus the primary function of a
president besides plowing through the
morning mail, is meeting with groups,
sometimes formally at scheduled
meetings, or other times informally at
occasional meetings on specific to-
pics.
There is much to be done in the line
of personal appearance; for example, I
recently talked at an assembly com-
memorating Cardinal Dougherty's 25th
anniversary. In any given month there
will be a half a dozen occasions when
you talk about either the state of the
college or some other topic of current
interest. There is also a monthly meet-
ing, usually a breakfast meeting, for
the Campus Boulevard Consortium, a
group of eleven institutions along the
avenue here such as Einstein Medical,
Germantown Hospital, Girls' High and
Central, just to name a few. They form
a coalition for the purposes of dealing
with the city government and the at-
tempt at neighborhood renewal.
Most of these events occur within a
given week, but as I said before, no two
days are alike. There are certain fixed
points during the week; for instance, I
have a 10:30 class on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday, but most of
the time I just play it by ear and sort of
ride through the day just following the
book, making sure I'm not in two places
at one time.
REPORTER:
What basic concern would a person
have in trying to handle your position?
Bro. Ellis:
One concern anyone would have in this
position is to find a calm time, some-
where at the core of it. Celebrating
mass every day is a quiet time, but I
also follow a program which assures
three five-mile walks Saturday, Sun-
day, and one weekday and that there is
always a time when I'm not near a
phone. The whole concept is to get
away from it, otherwise you get like a
person on a tread mill — and you'll be
of no worth to anyone.
To summarize, the job creates an at-
mosphere which is never repetitious
and therefore always quite interesting.
For a person who by temperament finds
this atmosphere compatible — it's
fine, but a person who likes to have
everything sort of "set-up" with pre-
dictable patterns, that person would
be very miserable.
REPORTER:
Did becoming president involve a diffi-
cult adjustment?
Bro. Ellis: Past experiences made
the transition easier. During the 17
years prior to my presidency I was al-
ways in the English Department either
part-time or full-time. Briefly, in the ear-
ly 1960's, during the first wave of Cu-
ban arrivals, I spent two years in South
Florida to help start a high school. I
was Director of Housing, Director of
the Honors Program and also Director
of Fund Raising. That line-up of activi-
ties really prepared me for most of the
things that go on in this office. It was
equivalent to on-the-job training. It
wasn't as if you just had to come in and
figure it all out. There are three pre-
vious holders of this office living in this
community, but they are all much too
busy to be looking over my shoulder.
They would be available in the in-
stance that a serious question would
arise; however, I don't bother them
much.
REPORTER:
From all your experiences at La Salle,
could you think of any that are humor-
ous or out of the ordinary?
Bro. Ellis:
One of the most out-of-the-ordinary ex-
periences I've ever had here occurred
before I became president on May 31,
1968. One of the fraternities put a cow
in the second floor of my dormitory at
4:30 in the morning. Nothing, so far, in
my presidency has quite approached
that — thank Heaven!
Another time in a gathering of alumni
we were trading things that we had al-
ways wanted to do but never had the
nerve to do and I've always wanted to
sing the National Anthem at the ball
park. Someone said they'd set it up for
me but I didn't believe it. Well, it hap-
pened one Sunday afternoon in August
of 1977! It was a delightful experience.
With the World Series in mind: It hasn't
happened since but you never know —
it might!
REPORTER:
What distinguishes La Salle from the
other colleges and universities in the
area?
Bro. Ellis:
I think La Salle is the class of the
league and it's been too humble over
the years. A lot of other places have
been better at tooting their own horns,
whereas we've allowed the word to get
around much more slowly. Well, I think
it's time to catch up. It has a very sub-
stantial faculty, one very interested in
the welfare of its students. People of-
ten remark that there don't appear to
be any artificial barriers, that there
don't appear to be people that are dis-
tant. There is an open quality, an ac-
cessible quality. I think this is what is
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Meet La Salle's "People Pleaser
MEET LA SALLE'S "PEOPLE PLEASER"
She's our "People Pleaser"; she orders the food, she makes the
purchases, and she plans the menus. Who is she? Linda Hofer,
Director of Food Services, maintains the attitude that "the student
is number one". "We are here because of the students; they are
our first priority." Linda Hofer has used her creativity, her diplo-
matic skill, and her culinary talents to satisfy the appetites of all.
The colorful buttons worn by the staff reflect her motto for ser-
vice: "I am a people pleaser." Linda has used her creativity in
sponsoring various special dinners to bring the flavor of "Mom's
cooking" to La Salle. Prime-Rib Nite, Italian Nite, Dorm-Delivered
Pizza and Coke are a few of the favorites offered. She has also
added tossed salads, ice cream bars, yogurts, and extra touches
to different meals to make them more appetizing and nutritious.
She is very particular about the food itself and the way it is served.
Linda is constantly implementing new ideas. One change, now in
its embryonic stage, is the dual service offered in the cafeteria.
The snack bar will serve as a fast food area, while the dining area
will be used as the "china set" room. Linda often discusses new
techniques and changes with the administration. The renovations
to the College Union Building, the transformations inside the dining
room, and rerouting of the food lines have alleviated some of the
congestion, so that more people are comfortably served.
Linda enjoys the opportunity to experiment with her culinary
talents by supervising the catering of special functions taking
place at La Salle, like cocktail parties, formal dinners, and recep-
tions. Fancy appetizers, decorative garnishes, banquet-style en-
trees, and irresistible desserts originate from the ingenuity of our
"People Pleaser."
Linda is also responsible for hiring the cafeteria staff. She refers
to them "as the most dedicated personnel in any food service
organization." She attributes to them the pleasurable working at-
mosphere at La Salle College.
Linda certainly has displayed her vast knowledge of the food
services field. She received her B.S. in Food Service and Housing
Administration at Penn State University. Her previous work in the
Food Services Commission specialized in college feeding. After
extensive traveling for her job at Sage Foods, Linda came to
Philadelphia and now regards it as her home. During her three
years at La Salle, she has shown her adaptability to change and
her expertise in catering to the tastes of many. Jokingly, Linda
comments that she enjoys cooking for her kids, every single thou-
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The Woods School of Finance
"Your mother was run over by a subway train. You need a loan to
rent a jack to get her out . . . " That was just one ot the many "way
out" examples used by Professor Melvin A. Woods to teach his
finance class. His imaginative examples and conscientious atti-
tude have made Mr. Woods one of the most well-liked teachers at
La Salle.
Mel Woods hails from New York City and he attended St. Vin-
cent's College where he majored in philosophy "with a little busi-
ness on the side." He fell into teaching accidentally when a friend
of his asked him to take over a summer course that he had been
teaching. Thirty-five years ago he was asked to come to La Salle
for one year and he's been here ever since, mainly because "It's
the kind of place that grows on you." He went on to explain that it
was very easy for him to teach here because the students and
faculty were easy to work with and many had gone on to become
personal friends.
Aside from his duties as a finance teacher, Mr. Woods is also the
Assistant Dean of the School of Business Administration. He is
there to give some personal contact to the students, whether it be
giving advice to freshmen, talking things over with transfer stu-
dents, or "yelling at the kids on probation."
Mr. Woods enjoys talking to students and using them as a sound-
ing board for ideas. "They help me keep my perspective on things
and I feel I have a much easier time with my own children." He feels
that he can learn from both the administration at La Salle as well as
the students — a situation that reminds him of his favorite Greek
proverb, "Those who associate with the wise become wise. Those
who associate with the young, become young."
He believes that teaching is a lifestyle that offers its own re-
wards which "up to a few years ago definitely were not financial."
He is often questioned by his friends who did not understand how
he could pass up other opportunities and remain at La Salle but
they did not understand that satisfaction for him comes from "be-
ing with people."
Mel Woods teaches with the belief that students have innate
knowledge of their own that must be brought out. "Nothing annoys
me more," he said, "than to ask a question and have a student say
'I don't know.' " He asks many questions in class in order to have
the class "band together" and realize that "he's no smarter than I
am." But he does acknowledge the danger in this of being misun-
derstood by some. "People who don't like my class feel I am
sarcastic and get the impression that I'm needling them or picking
on them."
What is important to Mel Woods is that the class be a "living
experience."
He adapts real events to fit his lectures and gets many of his
examples from his financially oriented friends. He will also admit
that "humor helps" to get the various points across and that has
become his trademark. So if the next time you're walking down the
hallway and you hear — "You're out looking for a house and your
wife finds an abandoned refrigerator case that she simply must
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His open, friendly manner shows James Lang's inter-
est and enthusiasm. In fact, you would be hard pressed
to find an art teacher with as much devotion as Mr. Lang
brings to his profession.
Art has been a major part of Mr. Lang's life for many
years. He attended the Tyler School of Art in Elkins Park
and studied at the Barnes Foundation for two years. He
then went to the University of Tokyo, where he studied
and taught art history. It is in no small part due to Mr.
Lang's familiarity with Japanese culture that La Salle
College is able to offer courses in the art history of
China, Japan, and Korea. He also helped to make it
possible for art history to become a major course of
study on campus. Although Lang only taught here part-
time until this year, he played a full part in organizing the
print studio on Clarkson Street.
After spending ten years in Tokyo, Mr. Lang and his
family of five spent a year in Michigan, where he taught
at the University. Finally, in 1968, the Langs settled
back in Philadelphia. Mr. Lang took part-time positions
at Tyler and at Temple's main campus. In 1970, he left
Temple and started part-time at La Salle. He has been
teaching art history and printmaking here since.
Mr. Lang finds La Salle students mature and dedi-
cated. Assessing his ten years here, he remarked en-
thusiastically, "At La Salle 90% of the students are
dedicated to their work. Not only are they determined to
be successful, but there is room for informality in the
class."
Mr. Lang dedicates himself to his teaching, but he
also devotes much of his time to his art. He has his own
print studio at home, where he works on his prints, many
of which have been solicited or commissioned for
exhibits.
Expansion of the art department is a distinct possibil-
ity, in Mr. Lang's opinion. He would like to see the con-
struction of a separate art building within the next ten
years, and he predicts a renascence of the arts on the
way. "Art is going to take on more importance to every-
one in the near future. With improving technology, medi-
cine, and educational standards, people will have more
spare time. They will start thinking about art in addition
to their own business endeavors. This has already tak-
en place in older countries, like Japan."
Mr. Lang has kept close ties with Japanese culture,
and he plans to revisit the Orient in the near future.
Obviously, one of Mr. Lang's cherished beliefs is that
every student should have some art background as part
of a liberal education. One of his greatest joys is to
teach young people an appreciation of art. And his
teaching brings tangible results: every year his stu-
dents put their prints up for sale. However, he does not
like to think of art as in investment. For him it's a life. He
remarked with a smile that "we [his family] take in an
occasional ball game, but other than that we pretty
much stick to the arts."
We feel fortunate that his new status as a full-time
faculty member will encourage James Lang to "stick
to" La Salle College, which he has graced with the
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"I meant it for everybody," Jane Brans-
field said when she saw me looking at a
sign on her office wall encouraging me to
"Have A Happy Day." It had just occurred
to me how much the surroundings reflect-
ed the woman, how accurately all the of-
fice decor — mottoes, messages, and
maxims printed on paper or wood, paint-
ed on ceramic tile, lettered in stained
glass — made a compendium of Mrs.
Bransfield's character and values: a
prayer to St. Jude and one by St. Francis,
an invitation of "Welcome" and a remind-
er to "Smile," an answer to the inquiry
"What Is A Customer?" (" . . . brings us
his wants ...""... is not an outsider . .
.
" "
. . . most important person in the busi-
ness . . . "), an emphatic proclamation, all
in capital letters, of readiness to provide
"SERVICE," andtheenjoinderto "Pursue
Happiness."
For the last twenty-one years, while ra-
diantly discharging duties from cashier to
manager of the campus bookstore, Mrs.
Bransfield has proven that happiness can
be pursued even when taking a maximum
of flak and a minimum of ease. Having a
genius for the positive helps. "Nothing
bad ever happens that good doesn't
eventually come out of." She declines to
credit chance, believing that by answer-
ing a "blind" help-wanted ad for a cashier
in 1959 she was unwittingly following
God's design. "I came with the College
Union Building and had to supervise the
move from Leonard Hall to our present
location with no experience." Nothing
was priced when the store opened for
business the first day, but she simply
willed to stay calm as hordes of students
(college men and high school boys back
then) converged on her register all at
once, jockeying, shoving, and demanding
instant service.
As in a recurring nightmare, another
move impends as soon as present con-
struction is finished, but it isn't in Jane
Bransfield even remotely to dread a logis-
tical operation bound to be complex and
worrisome. "I'm thrilled about the new
store, and I'm so happy to be here to be a
part of it. No matter what it's like, I know it
will be good. All I ask is a little more stor-
age space and display area." She looks
forward to creating a small department
store, with emphasis first on paperback
books. Her dream store would also have
a camera shop, more calculators, a full
line of TV sets and radios. All plans are
contingent, though, on students' wants
and needs. "The store is for them."
"They deserve the best quality." "If you
don't want to deal in service to the stu-
dents, this is not your place." "The atmo-
sphere should make them feel at home.
The store should be more than self-ser-
vice, but our salespeople shouldn't inhibit
browsing."
The students are also the employees
Mrs. Bransfield is especially eager to
credit with success. "Everyone pitches in
so well, but we just couldn't exist without
student help. I tell them they have a
chance to show what they can do, and
they've responded over the years with
consistently outstanding performance.
It's such a joy to write recommendations
for them when they graduate." Custom-
ers might be surprised, she says, to know
how many ideas and suggestions for im-
provement come from students. What she
doesn't say is that it takes a gifted man-
ager to foster such free communication.
How much strain has it been for Mrs.
Bransfield to keep abreast of La Salle's
vast growth and change over the dec-
ades? "None, because the place hasn't
changed at all in the most important way.
Right from the first day, I knew there were
people on the other end of the phone if I
had a problem. Never once have I felt
alone. And, you know, you can always
meet people on campus who will bring a
smile. You don't have to walk far, either.
How often I've felt down and started on my
way to the chapel, but I don't get five
steps away from the building before
someone sees, someone notices and
comes up to me with a cheerful word or an
encouraging hello. It's never failed, and
there's God's answer. Sorry? No, I've
never been sorry for one single minute. La
Salle's been very good to me."
That works both ways, Jane Bransfield.
We thank you for so enriching the lives of
everyone on campus through your person
and through your work. Jj2L3
— Vincent Kling
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HE'D PLANNED TO GO TO CHINA
He was a man born to a different era, when the clatter
of machine guns slashed the silence with a threatening
drone, when sirens wailed without regard to human di-
gity, when the glint of bombs touched the darkened
countryside with power, when trains whistled through
Europe to unchecked death.
That any measure of human emotion could survive
such hateful destruction remains incomprehensible to
those of us never plunged into the frustration of uncho-
sen war. But from that era strode a man so full of caring,
so devoted — a man so human — that all of us, secure-
ly entrenched in our college environment, could stand a
lesson from his emotional depth.
In 1942, while studying at a seminary in Louvain, Leo
Van Everbroeck found himself in the throes of World
War II. The constant fear of bombings, a severe lack of
food, the terror of occupational forces; he suffered
these attrocities at the age of eighteen.
"I realize how old I
am," he reminisced,
"when I think of how long
ago that was. Those
boys should see the
sight of one thousand
bombs aimed at them."
Through Van Ever-
broeck may have wit-
nessed the passing of
forty years since the out-
rages of World War II, his
ideas remain as fresh as
those most of us can
hope to possess only in
youth. For it is not the
bitterness of age that
spurs his idea for to-
day's generation to ex-
perience the emotional
turmoil of war. Rather, it
is the dynamic convic-
tion that we are must realize how precious and irrepla-
ceable the gifts of tranquility, of dignity, of freedom
really are. It is this unswaying concern for human better-
ment which makes Van Everbroeck's contribution to La
Salle all the more significant and, for certain, all the
more enduring.
Born in Jette, a suburb of Brussels, he joined the
Immaculate Heart of Mary Mission Society at the age of
sixteen. As if the war were not enough to shatter one's
life, Van Everbroeck suffered yet another setback in the
late forties. After spending seven years preparing for
mission work in China, the young priest realized his
studies would come to no practical use. For in 1948,
Mao Tse Tung closed the Chinese borders.
"It was like courting a girl, agreeing to get married,
and then having her call and say, 'No dice.' It was
devastating."
But not quite devastating enough to keep Van Ever-
broeck down. After some soul searching, he decided
upon venturing to the States for work in urban missions.
Two and a half years in the Midwest and then on to
Philadelphia. Somehow, it seems appropriate that a
man like Van Everbroeck would ultimately reside in the
"City of Brotherly Love." And love it was, for of his
home of thirty-one years he exclaims, "No matter what
they say about Philadelphia, there's a friendliness to
the city I've always enjoyed."
The luckiest twist of fate, for La Salle at least, came in
1974 when Van Everbroeck was named Director of the
Graduate Division in Religion. Along with other religious
motivators of the time, he recognized the need for a
fresh approach in teaching parish administration. Ac-
cording to Van Everbroeck, one cannot truly understand
Christianity without serving the community. Hence the
development of programs in pastoral and urban minis-
try. He strongly believes young people feel a need to
involve themselves more fully with the Church. And so,
he initiated a youth ministry track. The department's
newest concentration, Ministry to Marriage and the
Family, has proven so popular that Van Everbroeck
managed to secure a $25,000 grant from the William
Penn Foundation for study in the area during the 1980-
81 term. He attributes such
success to a heightened
awareness of the gravity of
a marital commitment: "All
education is job-oriented.
There's consistent training
in marriage and the family.
Yet virtually all people will
marry one day."
This year also saw La
Salle's Graduate Religion
program expand to the
Camden and Trenton dio-
ceses. In Van Everbroeck's
eyes, the target of expan-
sion "has to be the ordinary
layman and woman who
want to know more about
faith." But his concern for
the involvement of laypeo-
ple does not end with aca-
demic expansion.
Ten years ago, Redeemer Place in nearby Hunting-
don Valley asked Van Everbroeck to organize and
teach religious education classes for adults. Since that
time, the Tuesday night series has grown to include
over 250 people each week. One must attribute such an
overwhelming response, in part at least, to Van Ever-
broeck's undying enthusiasm.
Of all the traits he allowed me to glimpse throughout
our all-too-short interview, the one etched most memo-
rably in my mind is his unabashed honesty. He does not
substitute words for actions. But then again, most great
men don't. He has no desire for personal commenda-
tion. Humility is a rare quality. He refuses to succumb to
the banalities of hollow gestures. Without which, what
substantial gains would ever endure?
When Leo Van Everbroeck "fell in love with God"
over forty years ago, he brought to the priesthood all
the devotion, all the determination, all the caring a sin-
gle individual could muster. The Graduate Religion De-
partment indeed rests in sturdy, committed hands. And
of that program's future, he exclaims, "My main con-
cern is that we have some damn good teachers. And I
hope that never changes."
Well, in Leo Van Everbroeck we have a fine adminis-





IT'S ALL IN THE NAME
IT'S ALL IN THE NAME
Years ago, people's last names identi-
fied their trades or reflected their abili-
ties; Georgette Most's name certainly de-
picts the worth of our reference librarian.
Her quiet and efficient manner keeps our
reference section up-to-date and orderly.
She believes that her job is service. She
has accommodated both faculty and stu-
dents to the utmost of her ability.
Mrs. Most also instructs classes in
proper library use. She would like to de-
velop a program for the students, so that
they may be more informed and comfort-
able in the library. She is now managing
classes geared toward assisting stu-
dents in their research for a particular
subject or topic. Mrs. Most also serves as
a member of the Faculty Senate which is
a representative body for faculty input
and participation within the college. She
has been involved in conversations con-
cerning new library techniques and the
future expansion of the library.
Mrs. Most is a veteran at La Salle, hav-
ing worked here for the past 33 years.
She approves of the changes, especially
the transition to a co-educational institu-
tion. She particularly enjoys her associ-
ation with the students, commenting,
"They are the most rewarding thing about
the job." She also praises the student
assistants within the library and asserts
that "the library couldn't operate without
them; they have proven to be a valuable
asset to the staff."
Mrs. Most encourages everyone to
travel and see the world. She believes
that the experience widens your perspec-
tive, gives you an appreciation for differ-
ent cultures, and assists you in under-
standing the philosophies of old and new.
She approves of the various programs for
studying abroad, because she believes
that travel is itself an education.
Mrs. Most's interests also include: at-
tending concerts and ballets, visiting gal-
leries and exhibits, reading books, and
listening to music. Her appreciation for
the arts and her enjoyment of her travels
have most definitely added to her profi-
ciency as our reference librarian.
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Georgette Most, we thank you for your
assistance and encouragement through-
out our educational careers. DID
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spores
After school (the students) play, the sports men-
tioned being hoops, marbles . . . ball (during
Lent) . . . throwing spheres of wood or of stone.








Tina Fritzinger Ellen Malone
WHERE DO WE GO FROM
HERE?
The women's athletic program is
alive and flourishing. Hard-working and
talented women are being scouted and
offered scholarships to continue to de-
velop their potential.
The women's basketball team has
slowly matured and prospered into a
tenacious competitor hungry for an
AIAW championship. La Salle's women
have continually proven themselves
formidable, displaying their skills and
character both on and off the court.
But where do they go from here?
Women's basketball is an exciting and
fast-paced game that stops at the col-
lege level. Few opportunities exist for
women to play basketball profes-
sionally. Our stars, who have prac-
ticed and trained long hours, many
times forfeiting their free time and
cramming their studies to become
well-conditioned and competent play-
ers, realize there is no further outlet for
their talents.
Where to now? It's a disappointing
and frustrating reality, one which must
be challenged. Women's sports pro-
grams have developed slowly, and La
Salle has been a staunch supporter of
its women athletes. Hopefully in the
near future, women can pursue a ca-
reer in professional basketball. Move
over, Michael Brooks, we're coming
through. DSD
— Gerry Shields
First Row: Sharon Tiwold, Kathy Bess, Patty Dugan. Second Row: Kevin Gallagher (Coach), Barb McGuan, Kathy
McCartney, Maureen Kramer, Julie Reidnauer, Janice Olszewski, Tina Fritzinger, Ann Ermi, Ellen Malone, Kelly
Walker.
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i-irst how ureg wbusib. ;v«v,n Lynam, Stanley Williams, Dave Davis, Steve Namiotka, Ralph Gilmore. Second Row: Marcel Arribi
(Assistant
Coach), Larry Cannon (Assistant Coach), Tom Piotrowski, Dave Kerins, Phil Buton, Don Word, Brent Hagwood, Ken
McCrae, Reggie Chennault,
Paul Harter, Sam Rines (Assistant Coach,) Dave "Lefty" Ervin (Head Coach).

Michael Brooks receives citation from
Mayor Bill Green ALWAYS A DREAMER
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ALWAYS A DREAMER
As a man reaches out to achieve long —
desired goals, he also fulfills his most deep-
rooted childhood dreams. Only the man with
great patience and perseverance, along
with a clear plan of action, can earn the just
reward of prosperity. Prosperity may mean
physical satisfaction, intellectual confi-
dence, emotional security, and spiritual in-
sight. Success and prosperity are also mea-
sured in wealth or social status, but with the
slighest breeze these forms can shake or
blow away.
A young athlete graduated from La Salle
College last year. Through his experiences
and achievements, he began his journey
down the blue and gold road to Oz. He antici-
pated the possible transformation of his
dreams into realities. Today, as a starting
forward with the San Diego Clippers, he re-
peatedly fulfills his dreams. He is Michael
Brooks, a young man who will be fondly re-
membered by La Salle students and alumni
for long years. Since breaking the 25 — year
scoring record of all-time La Salle great Tom
Gola, impressions of Michael Brooks have
Lefty Ervin, Tom Gola, Michael Brooks, Mayor Bill Green, Br. Patrick Ellis, Kurt Kansakie,
extended a long way beyond the courts of
Hayman Hall. At last a dream come true! The
former captain of the now extince "Brooks
Brigade" has met the welcome of victory
2000 miles away.
Home for Michael is now La Jolla, Califor-
nia, an exclusive suburb of San Diego. He
has arrived for a three-year stay, according
to his contract terms. He has adjusted well
and has accepted his professional position
with grace and elegance. His performances
on the court so far this season clearly exem-
plify this professional attitude. Michael
Brooks is still a "smoothie," as he continues
to move silently and swiftly in baseline-to-
baseline strides. He may never have been
what Phil Jasner of the Daily News would
call a "sleeper," yet he still dreams. He con-
tinues to build his path to the top with tools
he acquired here and internationally. He is
maintaining consistency in his styles of living
and playing. If there are any differences,
they can only be described as improve-
ments.
As a rookie in the N.B.A., a young man
must earn his playing position; however, he
must also earn respect from his fellow play-
ers. This includes teammates and oppo-
nents alike. He is once again a beginner, a
freshman. As Michael leads the Clippers
with an average of 19 points per game, he
receives the silent approval and respect of
teammates Henry Bibby, formerly of the
'76ers, and former La Salle star Joe Bryant.
As he moves on to become a likely candi-
date for Rookie of the Year, I believe that he
still holds fast to dreams. As he averages
over 1 1 rebounds per game, I recognize new
talent. He is no longer the center man, under
the basket as he was at La Salle. Opponents
must find a new excuse for their defeats.
Michael now scores primarily on his outside
jumper. He is finally playing his proper posi-
tion. He has become intimidating and devas-
tating. Finally, another dream transformed
into reality.
Right now the Clippers' rating is last in the
Pacific Division. However I believe that with
the acquisition of Michael Brooks, fortune
may change. He is a natural. Clippers' own-
ers can be assured that the best is yet to
come. Michael hungers for the taste of victo-
ry and his thirst can only be quenched by the
sweetness of excellence. Ultimately he
shall lead the Clippers to the oasis in the
desert.
The transition from collegiate athletics to
the pros can be quite difficult. Therefore per-
severance must be practised. There is no
bed of roses to lie on, as many mistakenly
believe. Michael is persevering and thus pa-
tience has become his shield from discour-
agement. Naturally he misses his home,
family, and friends in Philadelphia, but
dreams and Ma Bell easily transport them
across the miles. The young rookie Brooks
is doing what he loves, so he is happy.
When I spoke to Michael shortly after he
arrived in California, he said, "It just doesn't
seem real, everything that has happened." I
replied simply, "Michael, it is real. Treasure
it and enjoy it." On a recent visit to La Jolla,
Mrs. Brooks told Michael, "It just doesn't
seem real, all that's happened." He replied
simply, "Well, Mom, you'd better get used to
it, because it is." Untimately, there is accep-
tance of the dream.
As an adolescent, he was fitted for a num-
ber 51 jersey at West Catholic High School
— and he had dreams.
As he donned number 32 here at La Salle
and led the Explorers to the NCAA playoffs
and himself to an NBA career, his dreams
blossomed.
You can be guaranteed that when number
7 steps onto the floor of the Sports Arena in
San Diego, he is not sleeping — and at that
moment, he is not dreaming, either. He is
working diligently, pensively. He is achieve-
ing a field goal with every jump shot. The
statisticians merely see Michael Brooks,
San Diego, as they record two more points. I
see someone much greater.
I see my brother Michael, happy and pro-
sperous in every possible sense. After the
game he's back to dreaming. But then again
that's another story. LJ22J
So I'll move upward, onward
Transforming a dream to a goal.
No man, it's been said, is an Is-
land,
We all play our part, fill our role.









The clouds rolled in early, casting a
cold, gray shadow over the day. Team
members rose, the promise of more sleep
eluding them. A strange calm pervaded
the group, a mental attitude Broderick
had striven to instill from the very begin-
ning. They attended Mass — one last
time for personal reflection, for soon indi-
vidual thoughts would be meshed into a
singular team spirit. Within a few hours,
the women's hockey team would face its
most important game, its most stimulating
challenge. They were soon to become the
champions of National Division Two.
That cold day in Illinois has since be-
come a time forever etched in the minds
of the players, as well as in the hearts of
the La Salle community. Four short years
ago, the team was playing Chestnut Hill
— in the mud, alone, struggling to find the
edge that would allow their truest ability
to shine through. The players had the tal-
ent. Kathleen Wear had laid strong foun-
dations. Still, something was missing; the
something that would ultimately allow
them to realize a goal they dared only
dream about.
That something came in the form of
newly appointed coach Joan Broderick.
She was certainly not the sole factor
leading to the team championship, but
her fresh attitude and thorough knowl-
edge of the game lent that elusive extra
edge. Coming off a successful 1979-80
season, both she and the players sus-
pected that at least a regional victory re-
mained well within their grasp. Indeed,
one of the first conversations Broderick
had with a squad member culminated in
the player's firm conviction that La Salle
could go all the way. They wanted it. They
tasted it. But they had to work for it. And
work for it they did!
While you and I were still lolling on the
beach in early August, La Salle's team
found themselves in the midst of grueling
practise sessions. Two or three or four
miles of jogging in the morning. Endless
stick and running drills in the afternoon.
Broderick was pressing her team, looking
for that special combination which would
mean the difference between a winning
season and a divisional championship. In
turn, the players responded with earnest
effort, with determination, with a keen
sense of understanding that they now
possessed the power able to turn the
dream of a championship into a vivid re-
ality.
Yet, it was not all smiles. At many
First Row: Bernie Gussin, Sheila Smith, Kathy McGahey, Carol Weber, Mary Kaiser, Vici Smith, Kelly Walker, Mary
Trautwein, Barb McGugan, Helen Neary, Karen Wall, Fran Calafati. Second Row: Cindy Ambruoso, Liz McCabe, Diane
Vitagliano, Joann Weber (Captain), Liz Crawford, Bernie Vanore, Beverly Ryan, Sharon Tavani, Chris Julius, Cathy
Buben, Third Row: Joan Broderick (Coach), Ann Marie Manning (Manger), Joan Ferrari, Nancy Richards, Kathy
Tonczyczyn, Monique Champagne, Kate Farrell, Brenda Cunningham, Theresa Donnelly.
points throughout the season, grievances
blurred the otherwise lucid task at hand.
Of course, the blame rests on no single
individual. You've got a group of women
who have sacrificed virtually every other
facet of their lives for hockey. They've
been playing the game for years; it's al-
most second nature to them now. You've
also got a coach whose philosophy
seemed foreign to the techniques familiar
to the team. And somewhere in the midst
of this confusion stands Captain Joann
Weber — trying to keep peace, forcing
her personal life to take a back seat to
the role of liaison she must now assume.
Mental ability is stressed. New combina-
tions are instituted. A pattern of contro-
versial substitutions emerges. Tempers
flare, and for a while the team abandons
its collective goal.
"We had an unbelievable loss to Villan-
ova," explains Broderick. "It was the
turning point. The team had to come to
terms with themselves as well as with
me." Whatever those terms encom-
passed, the negotiations proved suc-
cessful. Tactical errors were ironed out.
Personal feelings crawled to the back-
ground. The rest is history.
La Salle went on to win regionals. For
some, that was a big enough victory. To
others, the win underscored the knowl-
edge that the team could achieve still
more. For everyone, it remained a mo-
ment to cherish, a time to reflect on what
lay ahead: the nationals. It was well within
their grasp now. Broderick knew it. The
players dared to think about it. Everyone
strove to accomplish it. They could finally
admit the possibility of a dream.
Who says fairy tales don't come true?
A lot of wishing won't do it. Personal
grievances certainly don't aid the cause.
But if you throw in a heaping spoonful of
selfless hard work, a dash of dedication,
and a pinch of support, chances are that
the fairy tale will have a happy ending.
For La Salle's hockey team, the ending
was jubilant: a 3-2 win over Southwest
Missouri State. It meant something differ-
ent to everyone. Each contributor has her
own recollection of the experience, the
highlight she likes best to recall. But one
thing remains universal — the final shrill
of the whistle meant the attainment of a
long sought-after goal.
On the field, a mass of yellow all
clumped together, hugging, crying, con-
gratulating one another. On the sidelines,
Broderick, Wear, and Ritter — who had
worked so tirelessly, fought so many bat-
tles, remained so firm to unpopular princi-
ples — bathed not only in the glory of the
win, but also in the pride of the women's
accomplishment. The same headstrong
stubbornness which had spurred so many
conflicts had now led them to a national
championship.
We owe a great deal to this group of
determined young women. They deserve
our thanks for bringing home La Salle's
first national hockey championship. They
gave us something to hold on to, some-
thing to look back on; an event around
which the entire school rallied , and from
which it gained so much pleasure. But in-
herent in that victory lies a lesson well
worth extracting. They taught us that the
realization of a goal simply does not ap-
pear. It must be earned. It must be fought
for. Sacrifices are made. And determina-
tion remains ever present. But perhaps
the most valuable lesson of all comes in




A special group of women was honored on
Friday, January 30, 1981 in the College
Union Ballroom. These women earned La
Salle its first national championship title in
twenty-five years, and they made up the first
women's college team to bring a national
title to Philadelphia. The women being hon-
ored were, of course, the member of the field
hockey team.
Toastmaster Dan Baker congratulated the
team for a job superbly done and introduced
various speakers, including two distin-
guished guests, the Honorable Edward F.
Burns, Jr., Representative of the 18th Dis-
trict of Pennsylvania, and the Honorable Jo-
seph E. Coleman, President of City Council.
Brother Patrick Ellis helped in presenting the
champs with their national championship
awards for their outstanding achievement.
The team received letters of congratulations
and citations from the 97th Congress,
Governor Richard Thornburgh, Mayor Wil-
liam Green, members of the Philadelphia
City Council, and the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives. The entire evening cre-
ated an atmosphere of joy and victory and
gave everyone a special feeling of pride at
being a part of La Salle College.
As editor of the 1981 Explorer , I would
like to extend my sincerest congratulations
to these champs. They did an outstanding
job in capturing the AIAW Division II national
championship title. This special section of
the yearbook is dedicated to their fine effort





First Row: Kevin McCarity, Bob Morton, Greg Renil, Bryce Matthews, Paul
McNesby, Jim Stewart. Second Row: Bob Misnic (Coach), Ed Gibbons, Gerry
Asereqicz, Ed Walsh, John Walsh, Chris Crowe, Steve Dehner, Keith Ruck,
Jim Sykes, Eric Engerth, Mike Nasevich (Assistant Coach). Third Row: Bill




The La Salle College Ice Hockey Club is now in its
tenth year ot existence. The club suffered some
rough going in early years, but today Ice Hockey as
an organization is one of the most prosperous on
campus. This is largely because of the efforts of two
former players. Bob Misnic and Mike Nasevich
(class of '74) have coached the team for the last
three years. They are not paid; they donate their time
generously and put as much work into their teams as
any other coaches at La Salle. The team's record for
the past three years reflects this effort (34W, 8L,
8T). The team has made the playoffs for four con-
secutive years and is favored to take it all in 1981. In
1980 Bob received the league's Coach of the Year
award. In 1981 the team has dedicated the season
to Bob and Mike in hopes of giving them what they




First Row — Bob Nelms, John Tracey, Russ Bono, Jim Tamaro, Bill Wilkinson, Jeff Herman, John Friskey, Greg Cowhey
Second Row — Qhris Mullen, Pete Zimmermann, Joel Vievhnicki, Eric Engerth, Aidan Diviny, Jeff Wunder (Co-Captain),' Dimytro Kulchyckyj, John
Baker (Co-Captain)
Third Row — Bill Wilkinson (Coach), Geoff Thompson, Jim Hooven, Bernie Tadley, Donny Smith, John Kodluk, Bob Matthews, Tom Weitzel, Paul







First Row — Paul Katz (Coach), Ken Pierson, Edgar Borja, Eddie Zimmermann, Kevin Basquil, Dan Kelly, Rick Pohlig (Assistant Coach)
Second Row — Jay Burleigh, Nick Colarossi, Bill Zimmermann, Danny Adams, Craig Romanauski, Jay Russell
Third Row — Bill Warrender, Grier Schaffer, Bernie Farley, Eguene Joyce, Mickey MacDonald, Michael Flooks, Rich McElwee, Bill Madden
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Women's Swimming
Winning Season
After a outstanding season with a 12-2 record, the La Salle
College Women's Swimming Team made it to the P.A.I.A.W. cham-
pionships where they placed second, just eighteen points behind
Drexel. This formidable record qualified them for the Division li




First Row: Meg Lloyd, Cathy Chancelor (Co-Captains). Second
Row: Kelly Gallagher, Sue Blecman, Colleen Kelly, Kathy Smith.
Third Row: Rick Pohlig (Coach), Monica Moran, Linda Diaczynsky,
Pam Craft, Jayne Snyder, Anne Marie Foti, Sue Myrtetus, Terri
Larison, Micki Verkuilen, Paul Katz. (Coach)
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FIRST ROW: Diane Vitagliano, Nancy Richards, Barbara McGugan, Kelly Walker, Mary Miller, Co-Captain Joyce Lindinger, Brenda Cunningham,
Deanna Frizol.
SECOND ROW: Fran Serra, Judy Dalton, Vici Smith, Laura Frieze. Maureen Kramer, Donna Eisenhardt, Co-Captain Diane Moyer, Kathy McGahey,




First Row: Eileen Tiernan, Patty Wolk, Margaret McCairns, Mandy Benner, Janet Lobiondo, Hildie IMeunch. Second Row: Assistant Coach Joanne
Becker, Anne Bennis, Jane Snyder, Fran Mammarella, Maureen Kramer, Ellen McCairns, Cathy Heany, Head Coach Marge Kriebel.
VOLLEYBALL




First Row: Gerry Monohan, Damon Dachowski, Bob Schuman, Terry Malia, Otto Hentz, Tom Golden. Second Row: Steve Peters, Head Coach Mike
Davis, Dave Engle, John Goebler. Steve Kennedy. Steve Pietrzak, Mike Luhney, Chuck O'Malley.
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The time to leave, however, must come at last,
and then the great problem is money for the
expenses of commencement.







Adair, Michele Marie. BA, Eng-
lish/Public Adminstration.
Phila., Pa.
Adams, Joseph M. BS, Manage-
ment. Warminster, Pa.
Adams, Kimberly. BA, English/
Communications. Phila., Pa.;
Track Manager, Collegian.
J\ Michele Marie Adair Joseph M. Adams Kimberly Adams
THE BROTHERS OF THE CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
From a band of some twelve teachers in seven-
teenth-century Rheims, the Christian Brothers have
come to number over 16,000 in this century. From
one school there have come over 1,500 in eighty
countries around the world. The Brothers' schools
and communities are organized into 72 provinces
with a general headquarters in Rome.
The Brothers' Institute received official approval
of the Church in 1725. In the century following, the
major growth was in France. The major setback was
also in France: the French Revolution nearly wiped
out the Brothers' work completely. But beginning
again with a very small band, the Institute had a
second spring in the nineteenth century and expand-
ed rapidly in Europe and other parts of the world.
The first school in America, Calvert Hall College,
was opened in Baltimore in 1845; it still flourishes as
a prep school. In the eight U. S. provinces today,
there are over a hundred schools, and there are a
large number of American Brothers working in under-
developed nations, particularly in Africa, Central
America, and the Philippines. Their institutions are
typically high schools and colleges. But they also
include child-care homes, seminaries, and retreat
centers. The Brothers are involved in a wide variety
of apostolates in education as well; they are dioce-
san superintendents of schools and camp counsel-
ors, lawyers and artists, social workers and psy-
chologists, researchers and campus ministers.
The Lasallian goal thus remains that of pin-point-
ing the current needs of young people and develop-
ing realistic and effective ways of meeting these
needs. And, again, that goal is pursued in many
directions; in a university in Manila or a medical
school in Mexico City, a grammar school in Hong
Kong or an architects' school in Belgium, an ocean-
ographic center in Venezuela or a boys' town in
Italy. Among the most recent foundations of the
Brothers is a college in Bethlehem, staffed by
Americans and designed particularly to meet the
needs of the Christian Arab minority on the West
Bank.
Such works for society, combined with and moti-
vated by a religious life in community, have pro-
duced over the years some notable examples of a
rich humanity, men whose lives have been marked
by hard but rewarding work and by joy in the service
of others, indeed at times by sanctity itself. There is,
of course, the Founder, John Baptist de la Salle,
declared a saint by the Church in 1900 and made
Patron of All Teachers in 1950.
But where are the Christian Brothers today, as
they review their checkered history? Like other
groups in the Church after the Second Vatican
Council, they have weathered periods of great ex-
pectation and keen disappointment, of confusion
about directions and declining numbers.
But as they seriously pursued the mandates of the
Council to religious — to reexamine the most basic
purposes of their community in the light of the Gos-
pel, of the Founder's special charism, and of con-
temporary needs — they have begun the arduous
work of renewal and adaptation.
As the Christian Brothers, therefore, enter the
fourth century of their journey as a religious commu-
nity, they move with new purpose, new courage, and
new hope, fj<Mj
— Brother Daniel Burke
Adamski, John Joseph. BS, Ac-
counting/Management. Phila.,
Pa.; Accounting Association,
Business Honor Society, Soci-
ety for Advancement of Man-
agement.
Adelizzi, Joseph Charles. BA,
Psychology. Phila., Pa.
Adelizzi, Paul Jeffry. BA, Biol-
ogy/Psychology. Narberth,
Pa.; Track, Italian Club, Fund-
ing Board, Orientation.
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Jay Andrews David Anuszewski Michael Anzaldo
Agrusa, Francis. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Accounting As-
sociation.
Alesi, Thomas W. BS, Account-




Croydon, Pa.; Accounting As-
sociation.
Alford, Jacqueline. BA, Psy-
chology. Princeton, NJ; Stu-
dent Government Association.
Alger, Kevin R. BS, Finance/
Management. Phila., Pa.;
Business Honor Society, Soci-
ety for Advancement of Man-
agement.
Allen, Margaret M. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.; Equestri-
an Team.
Alvarez, Cynthia. BA, Social
Work. Phila., Pa.; Social Work
Association.
Amendolia, Anthony R. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.




Andrews, Jay. BS, Accounting.
Hatboro, Pa.; Accounting Hon-
or Society.
Anuszewski, David. BA, Com-
puter Science/Mathematics.
Gibbstown, NJ; Tau Kappa
Epilson.
Anzaldo, Michael. BA, Criminal
Justice. Mullica Hill, NJ.
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Arrington, Jeffrey. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Wrestling, Stu-
dent Security Patrol, Alpha Phi
Alpha.
Avallon, Alexander L. BA, Histo-
ry. Abington, Pa.
Avato, Joan C. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., Pa.
Avis, Laura R. BS, Management/
Marketing. Phila., Pa.; Society
for Advancement of Manage-
ment. Business Honors Soci-
ety.
Backe, Henry A. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.
Baker, John F. BS, Marketing.
Phila., Pa.; Soccer.
Baker, Patricia Marie. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Beta Al-
pha, Accounting Association,
Collegian.
Baltimore, Patricia A. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Barber, Diane. BA, History. War-
minster, Pa.; Historical Soci-
ety, Collegian.
Barber, Linda. BA, Psychology/
English. Warminster, Pa.; Col-
legian, Grimoire, Psi Chi, Aca-
demic Affairs Commission.
Bey, Brenda Barksdale. BA, So-
ciology/Criminal Justice.
Phila., Pa.; St. Thomas More
Law Society, Investment Club,
Criminal Justice Honor Soci-
ety.
JK
Joan C. Avato Laura R. Avis Henry A. Backe
John F. Baker Patricia Marie Baker Patricia A. Baltimore





Christina Marie Bartuska Alan Scot Baseman Marci Ellen Batoff
Barr, Paul T. BS, Management/
Marketing. Southhampton, Pa.
Barscy, Hilarie. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., Pa.
Barton, Brian W. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Dresher, Pa.
Bartuska, Christina Marie. BA,
Geology. Phila., Pa.; Geology
Club, Equestrian Team.
Baseman, Alan Scot. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.; Jazz Band,
Pep Band, Wrestling Team,
Hillel.
Batoff, Marci Ellen. BA, Special
Education. Phila., Pa.; Gallery
Associates, Education Soci-
ety, Council for Exceptional
Children.
Batot, Gary F. BS, Accounting/
Finance. Phila., Pa.
Beatty, Margaret M. BA, Special
Education. Phila., Pa.; Volley-
ball.
Beccone, William L. BS, Ac-
counting. Norristown, Pa.; Ac-
counting Association.
Bellucci, John A. BS, Manage-
ment. Huntington Valley, Pa.
Bergmann, William C. BS, Mar-
keting/Management. Holland,
Pa.; Business Honor Society.




Berry, Ronald J. BA, English.
Phila., Pa.
Bethea, Jeffrey. BS, Marketing.
Phila., Pa.
Blombaym, Calvin Michael. BA
Computer Science. Phila., Pa.
Blum, Robert J. BS, Manage-
ment. Warminster, Pa.
Bochanski, Thomas J. BA, Spe-
cial Education. Phila., Pa; Edu-
cation Society, Crew, Council
for Exceptional Children.
Boesler, David R. BA, Biology,
Phila., Pa; Phi Alpha Beta, Al-
pha Epsilon Delta.






Bongiovanni, John. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Booth, John R. BA, Psychology.
Huntington Valley, Pa.
Bove, Joan M. BA, Spanish. Bala
Cynwyd, Pa; Student Program-
ming Association.
Bowker, James E. BA, Econom-
ics. Wenonah, NJ.
Michael Anthony Boggi Chrystyna Maria Bohachevsky John Bongiovanni





Edith M. Boyle Toby W. Bracken John E. Bradley
Boyle, Edith M. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., Pa.
Bracken, Toby W. BS, Market-
ing. Lafayette Hill, Pa.
Bradley, John E. BS, Account-




OPEN LETTER TO A NEW
FACULTY MEMBER
Dear Colleague,
Congratulations on your recent appointment to the faculty of
La Salle College. In an effort to help you adjust to the special
character of students on this campus, I would like to suggest
some equipment you will find helpful to bring to each class
session:
1. A mirror. Use this to check breathing periodically. Some
instructors have reported success with EKG machines in the
past, but budget cuts have caused us to go back to older equip-
ment for checking life signs.
2. Chalk. This can be used to write on the board, but mainte-
nance personnel frown on this inconsiderate clutter. Chalk is an
effective missile to direct at students who will not stop reading
the Philadelphia Journal after the grace period of fifteen min-
utes into the class.
3. Paper. Your students will need this to copy out the assign-
ments they are going to hand in for the class after yours.
4. Audio-Visual Equipment. There is almost no limit to the
possibilities, but simplicity is the key. A small portable radio
turned to an easy-listening station will help you induce the sleep
your students are so avidly questing through your lectures.
5. No-Doz. For the rare obstreperous student who rudely in-
sists on monitoring your every word and even making notes on
your lectures.
6. Pens and Markers. Since freedom of expression is the very
cornerstone of academic exploration, you are expected to give
the student all the equipment needed for writing a course evalu-
ation (usually in four-letter words) directly on the desk.
7. A Translator. These highly trained professionals will be
invaluable in helping you make a rapid summary of your stu-
dents' written work in English. Paleographers and heiroglyphics
experts are also available as resource persons for the frequent
handwriting problems that arise. Should no other aid solve com-
munications problems between student and teacher, we have




V. Laura A. Bradley Linda
Mary Bradley William G. Bradley
Bradley, Laura A. BS, Account-
ing. Richboro, Pa; Accounting
Association.
Bradley, Linda Mary. BA, Com-
munications. Jenkintown, Pa.





Braithwaite, F. Howard. BS, Ac-
counting. Roslyn, Pa.; Beta Al-
pha, Accounting Association,
Investment Club.
Braun, Loretta. BA, Computer
Science. Norristown, Pa.
Brenner, Joanne. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
y\ F. Howard Braithwaite Joanne Brenner
A losing attitude must be cultivated just
like a winning attitude — patience, re-
peated failure, managerial incompe-
tence, and resignation must all come to-
gether in any of several forms: consistent
losing — when the records of failure com-
plied are marveled at (1965-72 Phillies),
sufficient losing — when the records and
players are forgotten (and the years); or
clutch losing — when one reaches the
brink of success, approaches the pinna-
cle of sports achievement . . . only to pop
out with the bases loaded, make that cru-
cial error in left field, leave that pitcher in
one batter too long (1960, 1964, 1975-77
Phillies). Without a doubt, the last is the
most effective way to cultivate that losing
attitude, and until 1980, this was exactly
the attitude of the Phillies.
Ironically, a reversal of this style was
exactly what led them to the Division
Championship, the Pennant, and the
World Series victory. Not consistent hit-
ting, not a machine-like defense or pitch-
ing staff. A way of losing was transformed
into a success story.
McGraw's performances against Mon-
treal, Houston, and Kansas City, Rose's
catch of the popup Boone missed, the
controversial caught — trapped balls,
the play of rookies Lonnie Smith and
Keith Moreland, were the keys that usual-
ly never turned for the Phillies. Before
1 980, that popup would have fallen, those
rookies would never have left the bench,
pitchers who loaded the bases would
never have gotten the opportunity to
strike out batters, and those almost tradi-
tional 8th inning Phillies comebacks
would have mounted to the typical two or
three stranded baserunners.
But 1980 was different. This year there
was something to celebrate.
The dorms, which were deathly quiet
during the final inning, exploded in noise
and emptied into the streets. Residents,
non-residents and even drivers who had
never met were cheering, "Yes we did!"
and, of course, the slowly building, "Phil-
lies, Phillies, Phillies" chant. After the
crowd almost overturned a bus in its en-
thusiasm, people started to scream —
"road trip!"
A few minutes later, the great trek took
place. "Broad Street" yells provided a
direction for the herd urge. Soon, the goal
became City Hall.
The parade meant cutting classes,
fighting crowds, and becoming hoarse.
But, after notes were acquired for missed
classes, and the fatigue and sore throat
left, the memory lingered. That memory
should be enough to maintain a winning
attitude. Philadelphia may not be the city




Breslin, Marie. BS, Marketing.
Jenkintown, Pa.; Crew.
Bresnan, James P. BA, Comput-
er Science. Cinnaminson, NJ;
Math Club.
Britt, Richard R. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.




Michael David Brooks Kenneth Bernnard Brown Olga Brozda
Madeline J. Buchanan Constance A. Buffett Jean M. Bullock
F. Paulette Butler Eleanor Patricia Calabrese Thomas P. Callahan
Brooks, Michael David. BA,
English /Communications.
Phila., Pa.; Black Students
League, Students' Govern-
ment Association.
Brown, Kenneth Bernnard. BA,
Criminal Justice. Phila., Pa.
Brozda, Olga. BA, Specila Edu-
cation. Phila., Pa.; Council for
Exceptional Children.
Buchanan, Madeline J. BA, Pub-
lic Administration. Phila., Pa.;
Residence Council, Political
Science Departmental Board.
Buffett, Constance A. BA, Biol-
ogy. Lansdale, Pa.; Alpha Ep-
silon Delta.
Bullock, Jean M. BA, English.
Phila., Pa.; English Club, Gal-
lery Associates.
Burke, Joseph. BA, Education/
Social Studies. Clifton
Heights, Pa.
Burwell, Lisa F. BA, Psychology.
Phila., Pa.
Burwell, Robert L. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.
Butler, F. Paulette. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.; Computer
Science Club.
Calabrese, Eleanor Patricia.
BS, Accounting. Phila., Pa.;
Accounting Association.
Callahan, Thomas P. BS, Mar-
keting. Malvern, Pa.; Track
Team, Sigma Beta Kappa.
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Cannon, Ramona. BA, Geology.
Phila., Pa.; International Club,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Geolo-
gy Club.
Cantlin, Audrey. BS, Marketing/
Finance. Warminster, Pa.; Al-
pha Theta Alpha.
Capone, Charles A. BS, Fi-
nance/Economics. Norris-
town, Pa.; Student Senate, In-
vestment Club, Right to Life
Committee, Promise of Abra-
ham Christian Fellowship, Stu-
dent Economic Association.
Carr, Bernard Francis. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., Pa.; Intramur-
als.
Carr, Gregory. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.
Cartwright, Joan Renee. BA,
Music /Communications.
Phila., Pa.; Miniversity, Trane
Stop Resource Institute, Con-
tinuing Education for Women.
Castellani, Paul A. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Cavalieri, Antoinette. BS, Man-
agement/Marketing. Phila.,
Pa.; Business Honor Society,
Marketing Association, Italian
Club.
Celletti, Paula R. BS, Finance/
Management. Phila., Pa.; Mar-
keting Association, Invest-
ment Club.
Cerino, Robert F. BS, Finance.
Warminster, Pa.; St. Thomas
More Law Society, Investment
Club.
Chancier, Kathleen. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., Pa.; Swim Team,
Alpha Theta Alpha.
Chimei, Barbara A. BS, Account-
ing. Willingboro, NJ; Swim




Andrea Cholewiak Gary M. Christian Hugh A. Christian
Carol Anne Christie Levi E. Christopher, Jr. Andrea Ciammetti
Keith M. Cianfrani Mary Jo Ciarrocchi Anthony J. Cieri IV
1
Rosemarie Cimino Timene L. Cintron John J. Coleman
Cholewiak, Andrea. BA, Politi-
cal Science/Public Adminis-
tration. Phila., Pa.; Student
Government Association, St
Thomas More Law Society,
Political Science Association,
Gavel Society, Open House
1980.
Christian, Gary M. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Phila., Pa.; Ac-
counting Association.
Christian, Hugh A. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Christie, Carol Anne. BA, Spe-
cial Education. Glenside, Pa.
Christopher, Levi E. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Ciammetti, Andrea. BS, Market-
ing. Plymouth Meeting, Pa.;
Crew.
Cianfrani, Keith M. BS, Fi-
nance/Political Science.
Phila., Pa.; ROTC, Phi Kappa
Theta.
Ciarrocchi, Mary Jo. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Phila., Pa.; Italian
Club.
Cieri, Anthony J. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.; Italian
Club, Intramurals.
Cimino, Rosemarie. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., Pa.
Cintron, Timene L. BA, Spanish.
Phila., Pa.
Coleman, John J. BS, Account-
ing. Dresher, Pa.; Accounting
Association, Beta Alpha.
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Coleman, Joyce R. Celeste. BA,
English. Phila., Pa.
Coll, Bernadette M. BA, Biol-
ogy/Psychology. Ambler, Pa.;
Italian Club, Phi Alpha Beta.
Colletti, Ronald F. BA, Chemis-
try. Norristown, Pa.; Chymian
Society.
Collins, Andrea Jolissaint. BA,
Political Science. Berwyn, Pa.
Collins, Frances S. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.
Collins, Joseph M. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Rifle Team,
Caisson Club, Italian Club, Pis-
tol Club.
Comer, Mindy F. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.
Condello, Albert V. BS, Ac-
counting. Chestnut Hill, Pa.;
Alpha Chi Rho, Beta Alpha, St.
Thomas More Law, Account-
ing Department Board.
Connelly, Kathleen M. BA, Eng-
lish/Communications. Phila.,
Pa.
Connelly, William P. BS, Market-
ing. Conshohocken, Pa.
Conway, Kathleen M. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., Pa.; La Salle
Singers, Psi Chi.
Cook, Tina. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., Pa.
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Maria Madalena Cordeiro Megan Comely Crowe Anna Maria Corrado
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Cordeiro, Maria Madalena. BS,
Accounting. Barrington, NJ.
Crowe, Megan Comely. BS,
Business. Roslyn, Pa.
Corrado, Anna Maria. BS, Mar-
keting/Spanish. Phila., Pa.;
Spanish Club, Marketing As-
sociation.
WHERE WILL IT LEAD?
How hesitantly I approached the gray
leaden door and forced myself to grasp
the knob. It was cold and hard to turn, but I
persisted and was able to yank the door
open. I peered inside anxiously; it was
dark inside and I found it hard to make out
shapes or movement. The rapid beating
of my heart and the heaving of my chest
flooded my mind and blocked out all other
thought. I groped for a light switch but
found none. I felt confused and scared. I
wanted to call out, just so I could hear a
voice, yet panic had clutched my throat
and only a hoarse rasping came out as I
struggled for calm. My imagination
tossed uncontrollably like a canoe being
battered on its course down the rapids. I
felt frozen and unguarded. I was unnerved
and unable to rouse my limbs to move.
Where was I? How did I get into this
predicament? Better yet, how do I get out
of it? Thoughts raced through my mind too
quick to hold them, and the uncertainty
was threatening to overwhelm me.
So now I was holding my diploma in my
hand. But where do I go from here? Where
does the door lead?(JSJ
— Gerry Shields
J
l Timothy A. Corry Christine A. Cortese Anne M. Coyle
Corry, Timothy A. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila.,
Pa.; Industrial Relations Com-
mittee, Society for Advance-
ment of Management.
Cortese, Christine A. BA, Biol-
ogy. Cheltenham, Pa.





Coyne, Colette Marie. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., Pa.; Resident
Life Staff, Residence Council.
Craige, James Patrick. BA,
Communications. Phila., Pa.;
Sigma Beta Kappa.
Craney, Harry M. BS, Finance/
Management. Phila., Pa.; In-
vestment Club.
Crede, Kathryn Anne. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., Pa.
Cresta, Joseph A. BS, Account-
ing. Holland, Pa.
Crowe, Christopher John. BS,
Finance/Marketing. Red
Bank, NJ; Ice Hockey, Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
Crowley, David S. BA, Chemis-
try. Somerdale, NJ; Newtonian
Society, Chymian Society.
Custer, John J. BS, Manage-
ment/Finance. Phila., Pa.
Cutuli, Michael A. BA, Psycholo-
gy/Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Milmont Park, Pa.; Phi
Kappa Theta, Italian Club, Stu-
dent Organizations Commis-
sion, Psi Chi.
Dachowski, Michael T. BA, Biol-
ogy. Ambler, Pa.; Jazz Band,
Alpha Epsilon Delta, Masque.
Daddona, Ernest S. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Dalmasse, Kevin M. BA, Histo-
ry/Political Science. Pitts-
burgh, Pa.
Colette Marie Coyne James Patrick Craige Harry M. Craney
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Delane
D'Ambrosio, Anthony V. BS,
Management. Phila., Pa.
D'Ambrosio, Florence M. BA,
Special Education/Spanish.
Phila., Pa.; Spanish Club, Edu-
cation Society, Grimiore,
Council tor Exceptional Chil-
dren.
D'Amico, Louise R. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Davis, Betty Jean. BA, Sociolo-
gy. Phila., Pa.; Black Student
League.
Day, Julia. BS, Marketing. Hor-
sham, Pa.
Dean, Madeleine. BA, English/
Education. Glenside, Pa.; In-
tramurals, St. Thomas More
Law Society, Academic Dis-
covery Program.
DeCesare, Louis J. BS, Manage-
ment/Finance. Huntingdon
Valley, Pa.; St. Thomas More
Law Society, Investment Club.
De Colli, Anthony J. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Deegan, Timothy. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.
De Groat, Susanne M. BS, Mar-
keting, Phila., Pa.; Marketing
Association, Business Honor
Society, Society for Advance-
ment of Management.
De Guio, Cheryl Denise. BA,
Special Education. Phila., Pa.;
Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren.
Delaney, Debra A. BS, Account-
ing. Exton, Pa.; Beta Alpha,
Accounting Association, Al-




Delaney, Patrick D. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., Pa.;
Delta Sigma Pi, Intramurals,
Marketing Association.
Dellacquila, Richard V. BS, Mar-
keting/Psychology. Medford,
NJ; Business Honor Society,
Marketing Association, Stu-
dent/Faculty Judicial Board.
Delozier, Roy. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila.,
Pa.
Demchuk, William Thomas. BA,
Criminal Justice. Phila., Pa.
Demiantschuk, Olga Maria. BA,
Spanish. Moorestown, NJ;
Spanish Club.
Denning, James P. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Phila.; Pa.;
Crew, Explorer.
Dennis, Eugene T. BA, Geology.
Phila., Pa.
Dettra, Mary Frances. BA, Eng-
lish/Communications. Phila.,
Pa.; Education Society, Aca-
demic Discovery Program,
Masque.
Diamond, Kevin. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Phila., Pa.;
Alpha Chi Rho.
DiArenzo, Thomas J. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
DiCicco, Anthony James. BA,
Criminal Justice. Phila., Pa.;
Criminal Justice Honor Soci-
ety, Student Security Patrol.
Dicks, William Domonic. BS,
Marketing/Personnel and La-
borRelations. Phila., Pa.; Mar-
keting Association, Marketing
Department Board, Tennis.
Patrick D. Delaney Richard V. Dellacquila Roy Delozier, III
William Thomas Demchuk Olga Maria Demiantschuk James P. Denning
/v Thomas J. DiArenzo William Domonic Dicks
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Domzalski
Joseph A. DiDato Leo W. Dignam Eileen Rose DiGregorio
Gerard Doherty Christine Marie Domineske David J. Domzalski
DiDato, Joseph A. BA, Psychol-
ogy/Social Work. Phila., Pa.
Dignam, Leo W. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.; Psi Chi.
DiGregorio, Eileen Rose. BA,
Biology. Phila., Pa.; Phi Alpha
Beta, Alpha Epsilon Delta, La
Salle Singers, Students' Gov-
ernment Association.
DiLello. Theresa M. BS, Man-
agement/Marketing. Phila.,
Pa.; Gamma Sigma Sigma, Ex-
plorer, Student Organizations
Commission, Intramurals.
Dilks, Lee E. BA, Biology. Hat-
boro, Pa.
Dimitri, Larry James. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., Pa.; Delta Sig-
ma Pi, Marketing Association.
Diorio, Robert A. BS, Manage-
ment. Maple Glen, Pa.
Ditchkofsky, Michael P. BA,
English. Phila., Pa.; English
Club.
Diviny, Joseph P. BA, Political
Science. Phila., Pa.; Soccer,
St. Thomas More Law Society,
Masque.
Doherty, Gerard. BS, Marketing.
Macungie, Pa.; Business Hon-




NJ; Psi Chi, Residence Coun-
cil.
Domzalski, David J. BA, Soci-
ology/Criminal Justice. Phila.,




Donnelly, Margaret. BS, Mar-
keting. Flourtown, Pa.
Donnelly, Richard J. BS, Ac-
counting/Finance. Phila., Pa.;
Beta Alpha, Accounting De-
partment Board, Academic Af-
fairs Commission.
Donohoe, Katharine G. BA, Biol-
ogy. Glenside, Pa.; Alpha Ep-
silon Delta.
D'Orazio, Diana Maria. BS, Ac-
counting. Conshohocken, Pa.;
Accounting Association.
D'Orazio, Peter J. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.; Sigma Phi
Lambda, Basketball.
Dornisch, John W. BS, Market-
ing. Langhorne, Pa.; Track,
Marketing Association.
Doyle, Eileen M. BA, Special
Education, Phila., Pa.; Alpha
Theta Alpha.
Drennen, Barbara A. BA, Spe-
cial Education. Phila., Pa.;
Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren, Education Society, La
Salle Singers.
Dudo, George R. BS, Finance/
Management. Glenside, Pa.
Duffield, James J. BA, Political
Science. Phila., Pa.
Duffy, Elizabeth T. BA, Special
Education. Phila., Pa.; Council
for Exceptional Children, La
Salle Singers, Psi Chi, Appala-
chian Project.
Dupell, Patricia Anne. BA, Phi-
losophy. Phila., Pa.; Phi Sigma
Tau.
/
Margaret Donnelly Richard J. Donnelly Katharine G. Donohoe
Eileen M. Doyle Barbara A. Drennen George R. Dudo Jr.
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Eck, Mary Celeste. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.
Edmondson, John. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Eisenhardt, Donna. BA, Geolo-
gy. Barrington, NJ; Field Hock-
ey, Basketball, Softball.
Eiser, Jane Ellen. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.; Italian
Club, Kappa Mu Epsilon,
Math/Computer Science
Club.
Eline, Eugene A. BA, Biology.
Morton, Pa.; Track, Alpha Ep-
silon Delta, Zeta Beta Tau, Phi
Alpha Beta.
Engel, David. BS, Accounting.
Wyncote, Pa.; Wrestling.
Enty, Keith A. BA, Social Work.
Phila., Pa.; Social Work Asso-
ciation, Phi Beta Sigma.
Ertle, Stephen Francis. BS,
Management/Marketing. Had-
don Heights, NJ.
Etchells, Donna M. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., Pa.; Eques-
trian Team.
Evans, Thomas J. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.
Evantash, Karen S. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., Pa.
Everly, Nancy. BA, Biology/Eng-




Fabil, Steven E. BA, Communi-
cations. Phila., Pa.
Fabrizio, Ronald A. BS, Ac-
counting. Huntingdon Valley,
Pa.
Falco, Bart. BA, Biology. Union
City, NJ; Phi Alpha Beta, Intra-
murals.
J\ Steven E. Fabil Ronald A. Fabrizio Bart Falco
SENIOR BEEF & BEER
For the past several years, the Ac-
counting Association and Beta Alpha Ac-
counting Honors Society have sponsored
the annual Beef & Beer Night with the
assistance of other business organiza-
tions and junior accounting students. The
Beef & Beer, which precedes the senior
interviewing process, provides students
with the opportunity to meet with recruit-
ers on an informal basis. Students, there-
fore, have the chance to "break the ice"
by talking with the recruiters from the var-
ious firms with whom they will later inter-
view. Each year this night proves to be a
successful business and social event.
— Joseph Tracy
\f
Falcone, Joseph P. BA, Political
Science. Cornwells Heights,
Pa.; Political Science Associ-
ation, Collegian.
Falli, Anna Marie. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.
Falzarano, Anthony J. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., Pa.;
Commuter Coalition, Comput-
er Science Club.
Joseph P. Falcone Anna Marie Falli Anthony J. Falzarano
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Ann-Marie Felici John Richard Fenton Jr.
Catherine S. Filemyr Elizabeth Filipe Andrea Fina
Fardella, Antonio. BA, Comput-
er Science. Bensalem, Pa.;
Italian Club.
Farley, Bernard H. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.; Swimming
Team, Sigma Phi Lambda.




Fecho, Kim Schwambach. BS,
Management/Personnel and
Labor Relations. Phila., Pa.;
Delta Sigma Pi.
Fediw, Michael William. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., Pa.;
Ukranian Club.
Feeney, Timothy J. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., Pa.;
Delta Sigma Pi.
Felici, Ann-Marie, BA, Communi-
cations. Phila., Pa.; Masque,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Italian
Club.
Fenton, John Richard. BS, Mar-
keting. Margate, NJ; Sigma
Phi Lambda, Blue & Gold Club.
Filachek, Khris. BA, Special
Education. Phila., Pa.; Council
for Exceptional Children.
Filemyr, Catherine S. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Account-
ing Association.
Filipe, Elizabeth. BA, Special
Education. Huntingdon Valley,
Pa.
Fina, Andrea. BA, Psychology.
Phila., Pa.; Psi Chi, Gallery As-




Finerghty, Mary Claire. BA, Eng-
lish. Hatboro, Pa.
Finkenhofer, Thomas. BA, Com-
munications. Phila., Pa.
Finnegan, Elizabeth A. BS, Per-
sonnel & Labor Relations.
Phila., Pa.; Industrial Rela-
tions Commission.
Finocchiaro, Karen. BA, Public
Administration /Communica-
tions. Hatfield, Pa.; Tennis,
WEXP Radio, Gamma Sigma
Sigma, Open House.
Fiore, Mark A. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.
Fitzgerald, Elizabeth A. BA, Bi-
ology. Phila., Pa.; Phi Alpha
Beta, President's Guard, Spirit
of '76 Drill Team.
Flooks, Michael. BS, Account-
ing/Marketing. New York, NY;
Swimming, Beta Alpha, Ac-
counting Department Board.
Flvehr, Charles F. BS, Account-
ing. Cheltenham, Pa.
Flynn, James Richard. BA, Po-
litical Science. Phila., Pa.;
Peer Counseling.
Ford, James T. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.
Francella, Brian. BS, Account-
ing. Downingtown, Pa.; Sigma
Beta Kappa.




Mary Claire Finerghty Thomas Finkenhofer Elizabeth A. Finnegan
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Connie Fredericks Paul Fuhs
Rosaleen B. B. Gembala Anna Gerace Joan Geruson
Fredericks, Connie. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., Pa.
Fuhs, Paul. BS, Accounting.
Mays Landing NJ; Sigma Beta
Kappa.
Gallelli, Peter. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., Pa.
Gardyasz, Miroslaw. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.; Alpha Epsilon
Delta, German Club, Chess
Club, Campus Ministry Adviso-
ry Board.
Garrett, Harriet. BA, Communi-
cations/Fine Arts. Phila., Pa.;
Black Students League, Eng-
lish Club.
Garrison, Dave. BA, Quantita-
tive Analysis. Phila., Pa.
Gaspar, Carol A. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.
Gauder, Theresa Lorraine. BA,
Mathematics. Phila., Pa.;
Math Club, Computer Science
Club, Investment Club, Math-
ematics Departmental Board.
Gavigan, Kevin H. BS, Account-
ing. Vineland, NJ; Accounting
Association.
Gembala, Rosaleen B. B. BA, Bi-
ology. Phila., Pa.; Phi Alpha
Beta, Alpha Epsilon Delta,
Gallery Associates.
Gerace, Anna. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.; Beta Alpha, Ac-
counting Association.




Gervasi, Donna M. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., Pa.; Eques-
trian team.
Giagnacova, Philip J. BS, Mar-
keting/Management. Gwyn-
edd, Pa.
Gibbons, Kathryn. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Freehold, N.J.;
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Intra-
murals.
Gibbons, Bill. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., Pa.
Gibson, Gwendolyn G. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Gibson, Mark John. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., Pa.;
Computer Science Associ-
ation, Intramurals.
Gimpel, Donald Joseph. BS,
Management. Langhorne, Pa.;
Business Honor Society.
Giovanetti, Dominic. BA, Social
Studies. Marlton, N.J.; Zeta
Beta Tau.
Giuffrida, Gina. BA, Computer
Science. Glenside, Pa.; Kappa
Mu Epsilon.
Glowacki, Edward J. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.; Phi Sigma
Kappa, Phi Alpha Beta.
Goebig, Marlene. BA, English/
Education /Communications.
Phila., Pa.; Masque.
Gordon, Shirley Ann. BS, Sys-
tems Management. Phila., Pa.
1 i f j
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Francisco J. Govantes Robert A. Graham Jr. Patricia E. Graney
Pamela Joyce Grosso Gerard J. Grover Albert Guerrini
"\
Govantes, Francisco J. BA,
English. Phila., Pa.; Intramur-
als, St. Thomas More Law So-
ciety.
Graham, Robert A. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Graney, Patricia. BA, Art Histo-
ry. Phila., Pa., Gallery Associ-
ates, Residence Council, Aca-
demic Affairs Commission.
Green, Edward A. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.; Black Students
League.
Greenawald, Denise E. BA, Biol-
ogy. Kutztown, Pa.
Greenbaum, David. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Greenfield, Cathy. BS, Market-
ing/Psychology. Phila., Pa.;
Business Honor Society, Soci-
ety for Advancement of Man-
agement, Cheerleading, Mar-
keting Association.
Greenfield, Steven R. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.; Judicial
Board.
Grimes, Van Haze. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., Pa.; La Salle
Singers, Masque.
Grosso, Pamela Joyce. BS,
Management/Personnel and
Labor Relations. Phila., Pa.;
Society for Advancement of
Management, American Pro-
duction and Inventory Control,
Industrial Relations Commit-
tee.
Grover, Gerard J. BA, Political
Science. Phila., Pa.; Alpha Chi
Rho.





Gullotti, Glenn M. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.
Gunzerath, David J. BS, Ac-
counting. Hazelton, Pa.; Beta
Alpha, Accounting Associ-
ation, Residence Council.
Hall, Darlene. BA, Sociology.
Phila., Pa.
Halpin, Eileen Karen. BS, Mar-
keting/Management. Jenkin-




Hannum, Joan. BA, Spanish.
Wales, Pa.; Student Program-
ming Association.
Harding, Tricia. BA, Elementary
Education. Drexel Hill, Pa.
Hart, Patrice Donnamarie. BA,
Biology. Phila., Pa.
Hartnett, Michael G. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Washington, DC;
Rifle Team, Residence Coun-
cil.
Harvey, Kenneth Tyrone. BS,
Management. Melrose Park.
Pa.; Black Students League,
Society for Advancement of
Management.
Hassett, Anne. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.
Hedrick, Ginny. BA, Geology.
Phila., Pa., Geology Club.
Henderson, Brian. BA, Religion/
Psychology. Phila., Pa.; Cam-
pus Ministry Advisory Board.
Patrice Donnamarie Hart Michael G. Hartnett Kenneth Tyrone Harvey






Kenneth Christopher Heys John F. Higgins Thomas G. Higgins
Henderson, Kenneth. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., Pa.
Henderson, Sharon Anna. BA,
Psychology. Phila., Pa.; Black
Students League, Science
Fiction Club, Student's Gov-
ernment Association.
Hernandez, Mary Ellen. BA,
English/Liberal Arts. Phila.,
Pa.; Masque, Gavel Society.
Heys, Kenneth Christopher.
BS, Management/Quantita-
tive Analysis. Langhorne, Pa.;
Phi Kappa Theta, Society for
Advancement of Management.
Higgins, John F. BA, Computer
Science. Warminster, Pa.;
Jazz Band, Intramurals.
Higgins, Thomas G. BA, Soci-
ology/Criminal Justice. Phila.,
Pa.; Criminal Justice Honor
Society.
Hill, Mary F. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.; Accounting Asso-
ciation, Investment Club.
Hillier, Jerome. BS, Marketing.
Phila., Pa.
Hingley, John M. BS, Marketing.
Southampton, Pa.
Hoban, Mary Ellen. BA, History.
Phila., Pa.
Hogan, Mary Jane. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Merchantville, NJ.
Greene-Holmes, Evelyn A. BA,
Psychology. Willingboro, NJ;




Holmes, Philip H., III. BS, Oper-
ations Management. Willing-
boro, N.J.; Black Students of
LaSalle.
Hopkins, Patricia Ann. BS, Man-
agement/Marketing. Phila.,
Pa.; Field Hockey, Softball,
Society for Advancement of
Management.
Horner, Richard N. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Hosack, Joseph V. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Ardsley, Pa.
Hough, Timothy Robert. BA, Po-
litical Science. Phila., Pa.; St.
Thomas More Law Society,
Orientation Staff.
Howe, Barbara Jeanne. BA, Bi-
ology. Cherry Hill, N.J.; Alpha
Theta Alpha, Resident Assis-
tant, Honors Program.
Hudak, Paul. BS, Marketing.
Rahway, N.J.; Student Pro-
gramming Association, Cam-
pus Ministry Advisory Board,
Judicial Board.
lannacone, Albert Jr. BA, Chem-
istry. Phila., Pa.; Chymian So-
ciety, College Union Associ-
ation.
Imszennic, John. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Phila., Pa.
Ingram, Bruce William. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., Pa.
Insall, Patricia C. BA, Mathem-
taics. Phila., Pa.
luliano, Salvatore J. BS, Market-
ing/Finance. Phila., Pa.




Ivev, Ralph. BS Marketing/Fi-
nance Phila., Pa.; Investment
Club.
Ivev, Ralph. Club
Izes, Joseph K. BA, Biology.
Dresher, Pa.; Mobilization for
Survival, Hillel, Collegian, Al-
pha Epsilon Delta.




Paul A. Jakubowski Alice Renee James-Dash Monica Kristine Janke
Jakubowski, Paul A. BS, Quanti-
tative Analysis. Phila., Pa.
James-Dash, Alice Renee. BA,
Social Work. Phila., Pa.; Stu-
dent Social Work Association.
Janke, Monica Kristine. BA,
Special Education. Lafayette
Hill, Pa.; Student Programming
Association, Alpha Theta Al-




Jeffers, James L. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Flourtown,
Pa.; Business Honor Society,
Marketing Association, Soci-
ety for Advancement of Man-
agement.
Jenkins, Marian J. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., Pa.; Political
Science Association, Gaelic
Society.
Johnson, Elayne J. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.
Johnson, Harvey L. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., Pa.
Johnson, Linda A. BA, English/
German. Phila., Pa.; Collegian,
Chymian Society.
Jones, Debra Ann. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Accounting As-
sociation.
Jones, Viola Jenell. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., Pa.; Delta Sig-
ma Pi.
Jordan, Margaret Michele. BS,
Management. Phila., Pa.
Jordan, Renee M. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Black Students League,
Drill team.
Jurgelewicz, Edmund. BS, Ac-
counting. PHila., Pa.
Kahrimanian, Martin. BS, Ac-
counting/Finance. Phila., Pa.
Kalenian, Mark H. BA, Chemis-
try. Phila., Pa.; La Salle Sing-
ers, Chymian Society, Math
Club, Students' Government
Association.
Viola Jenell Jones Margaret Michele Jordan Renee M. Jordan




Frederick Karcher Fanny M. Karivalis
V
Ann Stephanie Kashatus James Kates Janice Keenan
James G. Keeney Joseph Terrence Kelley Kevin J. P. Kelley
Kanefsky. Jerry. BA, Psycholo-
gy/Sociology. Phila., Pa.; Hil-
lel.
Kang, Sookwook. BA, Chemis-
try. Phila., Pa.; International
Club, Chymian Society, Phi Al-
pha Beta.
Kantner, William H. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.; Jazz
Band.
Karaim, Ann. BS, Marketing.
Croydon, Pa.
Karcher, Frederick. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Phila., Pa.; Zeta
Beta Tau, National Criminal
Justice Honors Society, Stu-
dent Security Patrol.
Karivalis, Fanny. BA, Social
Work. Phila., Pa.; Social Work
Association.
Kashatus, Ann Stephanie. BA,
English/Education. Phila.,
Pa.; Art Gallery Associates,
English Club, Education Soci-
ety.
Kates, James. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., Pa.
Keenan, Janice. BS, Finance.
Richboro, Pa.; Tennis, Alpha
Theta Alpha.
Keeney, James G. BA, Geology.
Phila., Pa.
Kelley, Joseph Terrence. BS,
Accounting. Ridley Park, Pa.;
WEXP — Radio, Intramurals.
Kelley, Kevin J. P. BS, Account-




Kellogg, Robert L. BA, Psychol-
ogy/Philosophy. Feasterville,
Pa.
Kelly, Barbara Elizabeth. BS,
Management/Marketing. Am-
sterdam, NY; Business Honor
Society, Alpha Theta Alpha,
Marketing Association, Soci-
ety for Advancement of Man-
agement.
Kelly, Daniel P. BA, English/
Communications. Phila., Pa.;
WEXP Radio.
Kelly, Duane. BS, Accounting/
Finance. Maple Glen, Pa.; Del-
ta Sigma Pi, Investment Club.
Kelly, Michael P. BS, Marketing /
Management. Sparta, NJ;
Marketing Association, Soci-
ety for Advancement of Man-
agement.
Kenney, Mark. BA, Economics.
Huntingdon Valley, Pa.; Stu-
dent Economic Association,
Investment Club.
Kessler, Kurt T. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Towson, MD; Residence
Hall Advisory Board, Psi Chi,
Masque.
Khalifa, Diana. BS, Finance/In-
ternational Studies. Phila.,
Pa.; Investment Club, Interna-
tional Club, International Stud-
ies Club.
Kienlen, John. BA, Sociology.
Phila., Pa.
King, Reginald B. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.; Student
Programming Association,
Film Society, Explorer.
Kirk, John. BS, Finance. Langh-
orne, Pa.
Klemm, Kathleen Theresa. BS,
Management /Marketing.
Drexel Hill, Pa.; Society for
Advancement of Management,
Beta Alpha, Commuter Coali-
tion.




Robert John Kviklys Bernard Lajeunesse Jon Drew Lalla
Kolowski, Carol. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.; Italian Club,
Commuter Coalition, Promise
of Abraham, Track.
Kopensky, Glenn J. BS, Ac-
counting. Blue Bell, Pa.
Koszarek, Joseph A. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Account-
ing Association, Business
Honor Society.
Kruger, Mitchel. BA, Biology,
Phila., Pa.
Kruger, Scott. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.
Kryven, Kurt F. BS, Manage-
ment. Bristol, Pa.; Society for
Advancement of Management,
Investment Club.
Kubiak, Margaret B. BA, Special
Education. Phila., Pa.
Kuntz, Howard A. BS, Finance/
Management. Willow Grove,
Pa.; Student Programing As-
sociation, Society for Ad-
vancement of Management.
Kurz, Karen. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.; Accounting Asso-
ciation, Beta Alpha, Business
Honor Society.
Kviklys, Robert John. BS, Per-
sonnel & Labor Relations.
Southampton, Pa.; Society for
Advancement of Management,
Industrial Relations Commis-
sion, St. Thomas More Law
Society.
Lajeunesse, Bernard. BS, Man-
agement/Finance. Lansdale,
Pa.





LaNoce, Gary. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.; Phi Alpha Beta, Ex-
plorer, Intramurals.
Large, Joseph Richard. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Phi
Kappa Theta, French Club.
Larkin, William P. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Delta Sigma
Pi, Beta Alpha, Business Hon-
or Society.
Laruffa, Gina M. BA, Computer
Science. Ambler, Pa.
Lawer, Barbara Frances. BA, Bi-
ology. Springtield, Pa.; Italian
Club, Phi Alpha Beta, Karate
Club.
Lawler, Joann. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.; Kappa
Mu Epsilon, Computer Pa.S-
cience Science Club.
Lazor, Richard T. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.
Ledwith, Barbara C. BA, Com-
puter Science. Norristown,
Pa.; Computer Science Club.
Lee, Constance Mary. BS, Ac-
counting. Bensalem, Pa.; Beta
Alpha, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Lehrman, Bruce Jay. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.; Hillel, Alpha
Epsilon Delta.
Lemon, Raymond. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Leonard, Kelly. BA, Sociology.




Robert Lewis Lipshutz Barbara Lisiewski Walter A. Litwinczuk
Kathryn A. Lockwood Paul Robert Lodes Robert M. Lutz IV
John J. Lyons Patrick Lynn Michael Patrick MacDonald
Lewis, Vicki. BS, Marketing/
Personnel & Labor Relations.
Phila., Pa.
Lewyckyj, Olena E. BA, Eco-
nomics/International Studies.
Phila., Pa.; Ukrainian Club,
Student Economic Associ-
ation.
Lichaytoo, Winnifred. BS, Mar-
keting. Makati Metro Manila,
Philippines; La Salle Singers,
International Club.
Lipshutz, Robert Lewis. BA, Bi-
ology. Phila., Pa.; Intramurals,
Resident Assistant.




Litwinczuk, Walter A. BA, Ac-
counting/Finance. Phila., Pa.;
St. Thomas More Law Society,
Accounting Association.
Lockwood, Kathryn A. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., Pa., Gavel So-
ciety.
Lodes, Paul Robert. BA, Span-
ish. Phila., Pa.; Masque.
Lutz, Robert M. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.; Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Residence Council,
Orientation, Discover the Dif-
ference Program.
Lyons, John J. BS, Marketing.
Ambler, Pa.; Intramurals.










MacFarland, James Paul. BS,
Management /Marketing.
Phila., Pa.; Society for Ad-
vancement of Management.
MacLeod, Anne. BA, Geology.
Glenside, Pa.; Geology Club,
Womens Crew.
Madden, Kevin E. BS, Account-
ing. Roslyn, Pa.
yv James Paul MacFarland Anne MacLeod Kevin E. Madden
Maddox, Lillian Olivia. BA, Art
History. Phila., Pa.
Madonick, Harvey. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.
Magnavita, Michael B. BS, Ac-
counting. Quakertown, Pa.;
Sigma Phi Lambda, Intramur-
als.
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Fiore A. Mannella Anne Marie Manning Ermioni Mantsos
Maguire, Kathleen. BS, Ac-
counting. Ambler, Pa.; Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Maguire, Theresa, M. BA, Com-
puter Science. Havertown,
Pa.; Softball.
Mahoney, Denise. BA, English/
Communications. Phila., Pa.;
English Club, Education Soci-
ety, St. Thomas More Law So-
ciety.
Mahoney, James. BA, Biology.
Wyncote, Pa.; C.C.C.O. Draft
Counselor.
Mailman, Wendy. BA, Biology,
Abington, Pa.; Hillel, Alpha Ep-
silon Delta.
Malloy, Maribeth. BA, Geology.
Conshohocken, Pa.




Manfredonia, Linda. BA, Politi-
cal Science. Phila., Pa.; St.
Thomas More Law Society.
Mangum, Ruth. BA, Sociology/
Criminal Justice. Phila., Pa.
Mannella, Fiore A. BA, Geology.
Cape May, N.J.; Geology Club,
Italian Club.
Manning, Anne Marie. BA, Biol-
ogy. Haddonfield, N.J.; Alpha
Theta Alpha, Field Hockey,
Swimming.




Maratea, Richard B. BS, Ac-
counting. Cherry Hill, N.J.
Marcucci, John R. BS, Finance/
Management. Philadelphia,
Pa.; Accounting Association,
Society for Advancement of
Management.
Marinari, Joseph A. BS, Ac-
counting. Norristown, Pa.
Mariscotti, Janine M. BA. Social
Work. Phila. Pa.; Women's
Center Social Work Associ-
ation, Campus Ministry Advi-
sory Board, Women in church
and society.
Martin, Kevin, M. BA, Computer
Science. Delran, NJ; Alpha Chi
Rho.
Marzullo, Robert T. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., Pa.;
Delta Sigma Pi, Intramurals,
Marketing Association.
Mashioff, Benjamin J. BS, Busi-
ness Administration. Phila.,
Pa.; Management Department
Board, Society for Advance-
ment of Management.
Massey, Minnie BA, Sociology.
Phila., Pa.
Matteis, Giovanni BA, Italian/
Spanish Education. Phila., Pa.
Mattews, Eileen. BA, Communi-
cations. Phila., Pa.
Matyka, Elizabeth. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Mayo, Francis L. BS. Account-




Richard B. Maratea John R. Marcucci Joseph A. Marinari






Benjamin Jay Mashioff Minnie Massey




Joseph F. McCole Teri Lee McCormick Edward J. McCorry
Mayza, John Michael. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
McBride, Susanne. BS, Fi-
nance/Marketing. Phila., Pa.;
Phi Gamma Nu, Business Hon-
or Society, Marketing Associ-
ation, Investment Club.
McCabe, Elizabeth. BA, Geolo-
gy, Flourtown, Pa.; Field Hock-
ey, Swimming.
McCabe, Joanne. BA, Special
Education, Drexel Hill, Pa.;
Volleyball.
McCaffrey, Michael E. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., Pa.; Phi Kappa
Theta, Student Programming
Association, Intramurals.
McCairns, Eileen H. BA, Crim-
minal Justice. Phila., Pa.; Stu-
dent Security Patrol, Women's
Varsity Volleyball, Criminal
Justice Honor Society, Gallery
Associates.
McCall, Michael Joseph. BS,
Marketing /Management.
Phila., Pa.; Delta Sigma Pi,
Business Honor Society, Mar-
keting Association, Society
for Advancement of Manage-
ment.
McCann, Eileen. BA, Computer
Science, Phila., Pa.
McCarthy, Christine M. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Huntingdon Valley, Pa.
McCole, Joseph F. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Phi Kappa
Theta, Beta Alpha, Accounting
Association.
McCormick, Teri Lee. BA, Psy-
chology, Phila., Pa.
McCorry, Edward J. BS, Fi-




McCracken. Joan Colleen. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., Pa.;
Honors Program.
McCullough, Darlene Marie. BA,
Biology. Proctor, Vermont; Ri-
fle Team, La Salle Singers,
Field Hockey, Chymian Soci-
ety, Hunger Task Force.
McDermott, Anna. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.; Intramurals, Phi Al-
pha Beta.
McDermott, Paul H. BS, Ac-
counting. Hatboro, Pa.; Varsi-
ty Soccer.
McDevitt, Geraldine A. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
McDonald, Michael F. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., Pa.; Del-
ta Sigma Pi.
McDowell, Stephen M. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Phila., Pa.
McElroy, Attracta. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Phila., Pa.
McGee, Nancy Marie. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., Pa.;
Computer Science Club.
McGlew, Robert James. BS, Ac-
counting. Neptune, N.J.; Intra-
murals, Masque.
McGlynn, Margaret. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Account-
ing Association, Business
Honor Society.
McGonigle, Mary. BA, Sociolo-
gy. Phila., Pa.; Social Work
Association, Blue and Gold
Club, Intramurals, Women's
Center.
Joan Colleen McCracken Darlene Marie McCullough Anna McDermott Jr.
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Rose Mary McGuinn Barry Richard McGuire Robert John McHugh





Paul McNesby Brian J. McShea John Patrick McStrauock
"N
McGuinn, Rose Mary. BA, Public
Administration. Phila., Pa.;
Peer Counseling.
McGuire, Barry Richard. BS, Ac-
counting/Finance. Phila., Pa.;
Beta Alpha.
McHugh, Robert John. BA, His-
tory. Glenside, Pa.
McLaughlin, Kathy. BA, Special
Education. Phila., Pa.; Alpha
Theta Alpha.
McLaurin, Daniel. BS, Market-
ing. Sickleville, N.J.
McLoone, Patrick. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., Pa.




BA, Criminal Justice. Phila.,
Pa.; Criminal Justice Honor
Society, St. Thomas More Law
Society, Intramurals.
McNamara, Peter J. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Delta
Sigma Pi, Crew, Intramurals.
McNesby, Paul. BA, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.
McShea, Brian J. BS, Business
Administration. Lafayette Hill,
Pa.
McStrauock, John Patrick. BS,
Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions/Management. Phila.,
Pa.; Intramurals, Industrial Re-
lations Commission, Society




Medora, Michael J. BA, Crim-
minal Justice. Phila., Pa.
Meehan, Mark Joseph. BA,
Computer Science. Ocean
City, NJ.; Computer Science
Club, Math Club.
Meiluta, Patricia. BA, Special
Education. Delran, N.J.
Mengacci, John Adam. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Navgatuck, Conn.; Resident
Assistant, Senior Resident.
Mercer, Stephanie. BA, Educa-
tion/English. Phila., Pa.
Meriwether, Ellen. BA, Political
Science. Drexel Hill Pa.;
Cheerleading, Intramurals,
Confronting the '80's.
Meyers, Margaret M. BA, Com-
munication Arts, Westernport,
Md. Honor Board, Singers,
Residence Council, Collegian
Mick, George G. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Beta Alpha,
Business Honors Society
Mierzejewski, Ann Marie, BA,
Psychology. Phila., Pa.; Psi
Chi, Gallery Associates.
Mirarchi, Elvira Concetta. BS,
Accounting. Phila., Pa.
Misko, Anne. BA, Psychology.
Somerdale, N.J.
Monaghan, Margaret M. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., Pa.;
Kappa Nu Epsilon.
Margaret M. Meyers George G. Mick Ann Marie Mierzejewski












Rita A. Morrin Elizabeth Danielle Morris Catherine Moser
Monaghan, Patricia E. BA, So-
cial Work. Phila., Pa.; Social
Work Association.
Mongan, James. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Monteleone, Philip M. BA, Biol-
ogy/Psychology. Yardley,
Pa.; Faculty and Course Evalu-
ation Committee, Discover the
Difference Personally, Alpha
Epsilon Delta.
Mooney, Michael J. BS, Man-
agement/Finance. Glenside,
Pa.; Investment Club, Society
for Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Moore, Colleen A. BA, Communi-
cation Arts. Phila., Pa.
Moore, Maria Angela. BA, Crim-
minal Justice. Trevose, Pa.
Morabito, Vincent R. BA, Histo-
ry/Religion. Phila., Pa.
Morahan, B. William. BA, Mar-
keting. Dunmore, Pa.; Market-
ing Association, Student's
Government Association.
Moross, Aileen. BS, Manage-
ment. Wyndmoor, Pa.
Morrin, Rita A. BS, Management.
Phila., Pa.; Business Honor
Society, Society for Advance-
ment of Management, Man-
agement Department Board.




Moser, Catherine. BA, English.
Abington, Pa.; La Salle Sing-







Most, Carol Lynn. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.; Phi Alpha Beta, Al-
phia Epsilon Delta, Hillel.
Motley, Robert. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.







Murphy, Lorraine Ann. BA,
French. Pine Island, NY. La
Salle Singers, Hunger Task
Force, German Club.
Murphy, Marlene A. BA, Sociolo-
gy/Urban Studies. Phila., Pa.
Mychajluk, Luba. BS, Marketing.
Phila., Pa.
Nabried, Pamela Dolores. BA,
Education. Phila., Pa.; Black
Students League.
Natoli, Marie A. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.; Beta Alpha.
Neal, James E. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.; Phi Kappa Theta,
Recondo Rangers, ROTC.
Neiman, Janice. BA, Computer
Science/Accounting. Be







Schuyler Newman C. Peter Newsome Mantht Ngo
Newman, Schuyler. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.; Hillel, Honors Pro-
gram, Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Newsome, C. Peter. BS, Fi-
nance. Beverly, NJ.; Alpha Chi
Rho, Residence Council.
Ngo, Mantht. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Upper Darby, Pa.
Niemczyk, Roger. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Delta Sigma
Pi.
Nivorom, Columba. BA, Political
Science. Phila., Pa.




Nowak, Gregory J. BA, Econom-
ics/Management. Phila., Pa.;
Student's Government Associ-
ation, Gavel Society, Chair-
man, Open House. '80.
Noyallis, Janet Ruth. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., Pa.
O'Brien, Ann Marie. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., Pa.;
Business Honor Society, Hun-
ger Task Force.
O'Brien, Mary C. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.
O'Connor, Timothy M. BA, Com-
munications. North Wales,
Pa.; Tau Kappa Epsilon, Resi-
dence Council, Ice Hockey,
Student's Government Associ-
ation.
O'Donnell, John J. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
O'Donnell, Margueritte E. BS,
Marketing. Phila., Pa.
Olshevski, Brian. B.S. Account-
ing. Willingboro, N.J.; Sigma
Phi Lambda, Accounting As-
sociation.
O'Malley, Thomas J. BS, Mar-
keting/Finance. Huntingdon
Valley, Pa.; Alpha Chi Rho,
Wrestling.
O'Neil, William V. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.
O'Neill, Eileen BS, Marketing.
Willow Grove, Pa.; Marketing
Association, Phi Gamma Nu.
Organ, Annemarie. BA, Special
Education. Phila., Pa.
Margueritte E. O'Donnell Brian Olshevski Thomas J. O'Malley




Thomas Orlando Charlie E. Oropeza Robert Elijah Pack
I 1
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Allan P. Paczewski Salvatore P. Pantano Bonnie Anne Papouschek
Carlton Payne Allison Anne Peacock John W. Peasley
Orlando, Thomas. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Intramurals.
Oropeza, Charlie E. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., Pa.; Interna-
tional Club.
Pack, Robert Elijah. BS, Math-
ematics. Phila., Pa.; Phi Beta
Sigma, Kappa Nu Epsilon.
Paczewski, Allan P. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Pantano, Salvatore P. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Phila., Pa.; Business Honor
Society.
Papouschek, Bonnie Anne BA,
Elementary Education. Phila.,
Pa.; Cheerleading.
Parinisi, Peter C. BA, Italian/
Spanish. Phila., Pa.
Parise, Helene L. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.; Gamma Sigma
Sigma, Crew Team, Italian
Club.
Parker, Elise S. BA, Communica-
tions. Westmont, N.J.; Gamma
Sigma Sigma.
Payne, Carlton BA, Psychology.
Phila., Pa.; Intramurals.
Peacock, Allison Anne. BA,
Psychology. Lafayette Hill,
Pa.; Collegian, Psi Chi, Psy-
chology Department Board.






Pedrick, Joseph M. BS, Ac-
counting. Levitown, Pa.
Peduto, Joseph Philip. BA, Eco-
nomics/Finance. Westmont,
N.J.; Student Economic Asso-
ciation.
Peifer, Edward W. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Northwales, Pa.; Zeta
Beta Tau.
Pellicciotti, Janet D. BS, Ac-
counting. Churchville, Pa.;
Tennis Team, Softball Team.
Pelone, Michael J. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Peracchia, John N. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Pfefferle, Carl J. BS, Marketing.
Wyndmoor, Pa.; Alpha Chi
Rho, Right to Life.
Piazzi, Karin, A. BS, Manage-
ment/Personnel and Labor
Relations. Phila., Pa.; Society
for Advancement of Manage-
ment, Business Honor Society.
Pinel, George J. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.; Beta Alpha.
Pisker, Stephen A. BA, Geology.
Westville, N.J.; Baseball,
Resident Life Staff, Geology
Club, Hunger Task Force, In-
tramurals.
Plank, Lori Lee. BS, Manage-
ment. Landsdowne, Pa.; Field
Hockey, Crew, Resident Life
Staff.





Karin A. Piazzi George J. Pinel
J\.










Francis M. Purcell Donna M. Quinn Joseph F. Quinn III
Polowczuk, Judith A. BA, Biol-
ogy. Richboro, Pa.; Phi Alpha
Beta.
Pownall, Patricia Ann. BA,
Mathematics /Education.
Phila., Pa.; Kappa Mu Epsilon,
Kappa Mu Epsilon Honor Soci-
ety, Education Society, Aca-
demic Affairs Commission.
Princivalle, Susan V. BS, Mar-
keting/Management. Hor-
sham, Pa.; Marketing Associ-
ation, Phi Gamma Nu.
Purcell, Francis M. BS, Account-
ing. Huntingdon Valley, Pa.;
Zeta Beta Tau.
Quinn, Donna M. BA, Philos-
ophy. Huntingdon Valley, Pa.;
Phi Sigma Tau.
Quinn, Joseph F. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.
Quintieri, Peter E. BA, Biology/
Psychology. Phila., Pa.; Italian
Club, Tennis Team.
Radaszkiewicz, Casey S. BS,
Finance. Phila., Pa.; Invest-
ment Club.
Raddi, Rita Lillian. BS, Account-
ing. Croydon, Pa.; Accounting
Association.
Rafferty, Paul F. BS, Account-
ing/Criminal Justice. Allen-
town, N.J.; Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Rakszawski, Thomas Edward.
BS, Accounting. Churchville,
Pa.; Beta Alpha, Accounting
Association, Business Honor
Society, Math Club.




Ranieri, John. BS, Marketing/
Quantitative Analysis. Phila.,
Pa.
Reagan, Robert. BA, Econom-
ics. Franklin, NJ; Residence
Council.
Reed, John J. BS, Accounting.
Holland, Pa.
Reedinger, Holly. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.; Computer
Science Club, Math Club,
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Regina, Nicholas James. BA,
English/Education. Bellmawr,
NJ.
Rennie, Donald J. BS, Manage-
ment/Finance. Langhorne,
Pa.
Ricchini, Mark C. BA, Music.
Phila., Pa.
Ricci, James M. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.
Richard, Catherine. BA, Elemen-
tary Education. Amherstburg,
Ontario, Canada.
Richards, Florence. BS, Ac-
counting. Oreland, Pa.; Beta
Alpha, Alpha Sigma Lambda,
Evening Collegian, Business
Honor Society.
Richardson, Julius. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.
Riley, Elizabeth M. BA, Psychol-




Holly Reedinger Nicholas James Regina Donald J. Rennie
Mark C. Ricchini James M. Ricci Catherine Richard
Florence Richards Elizabeth M. Riley
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SENIORS
Roach, Bruce R. BS, Personnel &
Labor Relations. Phila., Pa.
Robertson, Annmarie. BA, Po-
litical Science. Phila., Pa.;
Spanish Club, Peer Counsel-
ing.
Robinson, Hughes A. BA, Politi-
cal Science/Public Adminis-
tration. Phila., Pa.
Roddy, Kevin Michael. BA, Eco-
nomics/Management. Phila.,
Pa.; Intramurals.





Science. Delran, NJ; Crew
Coxswain, Resident Assis-
tant.
Rosanio, Gustave L. BA, Histo-
ry. Phila., Pa.; Historical Soci-
ety.
Roscoe, Peter K. BA, Communi-
cations/Management. Phila.,
Pa.; Student Programming As-
sociation, Film Society, WEXP
Radio.
Rossi, John D. BS, Finance/Ac-
counting. Allentown, Pa.; Edi-
tor-in-Chief, Explorer Year-
book, Zeta Beta Tau, Invest-
ment Club, Students' Govern-
ment Association.
Rothwell, Dan. BS, Marketing.
Hatboro, Pa.
Rothwell, Michael C. BS, Man-
agement. Lafayette Hill, Pa.;
Intramurals.
Rowe, Thomas W. BA, Political
Science. Phila., Pa.; Ranger




Roy, Annette M. BA, German/
French. Phila., Pa.; French
Club, Phi Delta Pi.
Rua, Annette. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., Pa.; Council for
Exceptional Children.
Rudan, Mary A. BS, Marketing.
Phila., Pa.
J V. Annette M. Roy Annette Rua Mary A. Rudan
THE
COLLEGE UNION
The La Salle College Union building is one of the
centers for campus cultural, recreation, and social ac-
tivities. The Union houses many student organization
offices, meeting rooms, lounges, music listening areas,
and a game room. The Campus Store, Snack Bar, Stu-
dent Cafeterias, and the Barber Shop also are located
in the building. Activities ranging from films and lectures
to concerts, art exhibits, dances and other extra-cur-




Ruetsch, Herbert Michael. BS,
Accounting. Woodbridge, NJ;
Baseball.
Ruggeri, Bruce. BA, Biology.
Phila., Pa.; Academic Affairs
Comission, Italian Club, Phi Al-
pha Beta.




Michael F. Rzonsa Dennis Thomas Sacca Peter J. Sahd
Wendy Samter Kathleen Sandman Christopher Santoro
J4
Peter G. Sarianos Diane Marie Sauer Kathleen Diane Sawyer
David R. Saxon Richard Sayers Alice C. Scalzo
Rzonsa, Michael F. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Phila., Pa.;
Phi Kappa Theta.
Sacca, Dennis Thomas. BA,
Education /Mathematics.
Phila., Pa.; Education Society.
Sahd, Peter J. BS, Accounting.
Columbia, Pa.; Resident As-
sistant, Business Honor Soci-
ety, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Ac-
counting Association.
Samter, Wendy. BA, Communi-
cations. Huntington Valley,




Sandman, Kathleen. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.
Santoro, Christopher. BA, His-
tory. St. Thomas More Law
Society, History Club.
Sarianos, Peter G. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Accounting As-
sociation Hellenic Society.
Sauer, Diane Marie. BA, Politi-
cal Science/History. Penns-
ville, NJ; Phi Alpha Theta, Po-
litical Science Association.
Sawyer, Kathleen Diane. BA,
English /Communications.
Toms River, NJ; Resident Life
Staff, WEXP Radio, Interna-
tional Club.
Saxon, David R. BA, German.
Bensalem, Pa.
Sayers, Richard. BA, Music/Re-
ligion. Phila., Pa.; Jazz Band.
Scalzo, Alice C. BA, Biology/
Chemistry. Bensalem. Pa.
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Scarpa, Carl E. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.
Scharle, Robert Edward. BS,
Accounting. Voorhees, NJ;
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Resi-
dence Council.
Schattler, Maureen M. BS, Ac-
counting. Newtown, Pa.; Alpha
Theta Alpha, Beta Alpha, Busi-
ness Honor Society, St. Thom-
as More Law Society.
Scheindlin, Neal S. BA, History.
Phila., Pa.
Schmitt, Gregory Joseph. BA,
Computer Science. Cornwells
Heights, Pa; Grimoire, Con-
fronting the 80's.
Schwank, Adelaide. BA, Educa-
tion/English. Phila., Pa.




Schoener, Joseph J. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Phila., Pa.
Schott, Robert Kenneth. BS,
Accounting. Phila., Pa.; Beta
Alpha, Chess Club.
Schuck, Karen Ann. BS, Man-
agement/Information Sys-
tems. Cheltenham, Pa.; Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Schulhoff, Aimee. BA, Special
Education. Cheltenham, Pa.;
Education Society, Council for
Exceptional Children.
Schwartz, David. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.
Carl E. Scarpa Robert Edward Scharle Maureen M. Schattler





Karen Ann Schuck Aimee Schulhoff David Schwartz
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imi Shields
Karen Ann Schwegler Gina Elizabeth Scicchitano Karen Scott
Frances Anne Scully R. Marsha Seaton Earl E. Seeger Jr.
Shirley Ann Segal Gerard M. Seredinski Joseph Shattuck
pM% kit
Neil A. Sheaffer Maureen A. Sheehan Geraldine Marie Shields
Schwegler, Karen Ann. BS,
Management /Marketing.
Cherry Hill, NJ; Equestrian
Team, Investment Club, Soci-




guage. Phila., Pa.; Education
Society.
Scott, Karen. BA, Psychology.
Phila., Pa.; Coop Committee.
Scully, Frances A. BS, Market-
ing. Warminster, Pa.; Society
for Advancement of Manage-
ment, Management Depart-
ment Board, A.P.I.C.S. Presi-
dent, Explorer Business Edi-
tor.
Seaton, R. Marsha. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.
Seeger, Earl E. Jr. BS, Finance.
Langhorne, Pa.
Segal, Shirley Ann. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.; Psi Chi, Hillel.
Seredinski, Gerard M. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., Pa.
Shattuck, Joe. BS, Accounting.
Phila., Pa.; Crew, Beta Alpha,
Marketing Association.
Sheaffer, Neil A. BA, Classical
Studies. Dayton, Ohio; Film
Society, Student Programming
Association.
Sheehan, Maureen A. BS, Ac-
counting. Thorndale, Pa.; Ac-
counting Association, Beta Al-
pha, Accounting Departmental
Board.
Shields, Geraldine Marie. BA,
Mathematics. Phila., Pa.;




Shields, William D. BS, Market-
ing. Wilmington, Delaware;
Italian Club, Film Society, So-
ciety for Advancement of Man-
agement.
Shirley, Joseph F. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Honorary De-
gree Committee, Business
Honor Society.
Sibilia, Michael E. BS, Account-
ing. Parlin, NJ; Business Honor
Society, Beta Alpha, Zeta
Beta Tau.
Sicoransa, Robert. BA, Art His-
tory. Phila., Pa.
Simmons, Anne. BA, Computer
Science. Lafayette Hill, Pa.
Simpson, Cheryl Ann. BA, Spe-
cial Education. Point Pleasant,
Pa.; Council for Exceptional
Children, Education Society.
Simpson, Tamie. BA, Social
Work. Conshohocken, Pa.;
Student Social Work Organi-
zation.
Siravo, Alfonso J. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.; WEXP Ra-
dio, Criminal Justice Honors
Society, St. Thomas More Law
Society, Political Science As-
sociation.
Skalicky, Donna Lisa. BA, Eng-
lish/Education. Phila., Pa.;




Skibinski, Grace A. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Beta Al-
pha, Accounting Association.
Smallwood, Joan Marie. BS, Fi-
nance. Malvern, Pa.; Invest-
ment Club, Business Honor
Society.
Smart, William Joseph. BS,
Management/Marketing. Ros-
lyn, Pa.
Grace A. Skibinsk Joan Marie Smallwood William Joseph Smart
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Jane E. Snyder Steven Bruce Snyder
1
Joseph R. Solimeo
Joseph S. Speaker John Joseph Spiewak Jane M. Splendido
Smith, Dolly. BA, Spanish.
Phila., Pa.; Spanish Club.
Smith, Mark A. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., Pa.
Smith, Michael D. BA, Biology.
Yardley, Pa.; Intramurals,
Residence Council.
Smith, Sheila M. BS, Manage-
ment. Medford Lakes, NJ.
Smith, Terence P. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Marketing As-
sociation.
Smolenski, Donna-Marie. BS,
Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions/Management. Phila.,
Pa.
Snyder, Jane E. BS, Marketing/
Finance. Warminster, Pa.
Snyder, Steven Bruce. BA, So-
ciology. Phila., Pa.; Jazz
Band, Student Government
Association, Peer Counseling.
Solimeo, Joseph R. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Phi
Kappa Theta, Intramurals, Ac-
counting Association, Ac-
counting Department Board.
Speaker, Joseph S. BS, Ac-
counting. Camp Hill, Pa.; Zeta
Beta Tau, Business Honor So-
ciety.
Spiewak, John Joseph. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., Pa.;
Jazz Band, Alpha Chi Rho,
Pep Band, Wrestling.
Splendido, Jane M. BA, Psy-





Sprissler, Joanne M. BS, Mar-
keting/Management. Phila.,
Pa.; Gamma Sigma Sigma.
Staerk, James W. BA, Public Ad-
ministration. Roslyn, Pa.; Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
Stango, Anthony N. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Intramurals,
Peer Counseling, Student Sen-
ate.
Stasson, Alan D. BA, Special
Education /Psychology.
Phila., Pa.; La Salle Singers,
Student-Faculty Judicial
Board, Council tor Exceptional
Children, Psi Chi.
Stea, Tom. BS, Management.
Ambler, Pa.
Steelman, Marianne K. BS, Ac-
counting. Roslyn, Pa., Phi
Gamma Nu, Accounting Asso-
ciation, Investment Club, Intra-
murals.
Steggert, Bruce A. BA, Comput-
er Science. Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Campus Ministry Advisory













Society for Advancement of
Management, American Pro-




Strockbine, Diane D. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Stumpo, Ann. BS, Marketing.









Aundray Diane Stewart Robert Timothy Stewart




Mark A. Talamona Joseph Mark Taleck
Gerald P. Thornton Joye Renee Tillman Gwendolyn Tisdale
Susiak, Melanie. BS, Marketing/
Management. Phila., Pa.;
Cheerleading, Marketing As-
sociation, Society for Ad-
vancement of Management.
Swope, Stephen J. BS, Manage-
ment. Warminster, Pa.; Intra-
murals.
Sydnor, Veronica M. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., Pa.; Grimoire Liter-
ary Magazine, Explorer, Eng-
lish Departmental Board.
Talamona, Mark A. BS, Manage-
ment. Cockeysville, MD.; Zeta
Beta Tau.
Talecki, Joseph Mark. BS, Infor-
mation Systems. Phila., Pa.;
Crew, Sigma Epsilon Chi, So-
ciety for Advancement of Man-
agement.
Tann, Ralph. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., Pa.; Commuter
Coalition.
Teel, Andrea K. BS, Marketing.
Phila., Pa.; Marketing Associ-
ation, S.O.L.I.D.
Thomas, Kevin G. BA, Psycholo-
gy/Philosophy. Phila., Pa.;
Mobilization For Survival, Mu-
sic Ministry.
Thompson, Ethel. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.
Thornton, Gerald P. BS, Man-
agement. Richboro, Pa.
Tillman, Joye Renee. BA, Edu-
cation. Phila., Pa.; French
Club, German Club, La Salle
Singers.
Tisdale, Gwendolyn. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Business





Tolen, Margaret B. BS, Market-
ing/Communications. Phila.,
Pa.; Business Honor Society,
WEXP Radio, On Campus
Tomczak, Robert T. BS, Man-
agement. Levittown, Pa.; Intra-
murals, Masque.
Tracy, Joseph A. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.; Beta Alpha,
Collegian, Accounting Associ-
ation, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Trainor, Lynne A. BA, History.
Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
Tran, My-Ang. BA, Art/History.
Wyndmoor, Pa.
Travitz, Cheryl E. BS, Manage-
ment. Warminster, Pa.; Cheer-




Pa.; Phi Kappa Theta, Stu-
dents' Government Associ-
ation, Open House, Cross
Country, Track.
Turner, Edward L. Ba, Political
Science. Gloucester, Mass.;
Vice-President of Public Af-
fairs, Alpha Chi Rho, Gallery
Associates, Students' Gov-
ernment Association.
Truzanski, Edward A. BA, Rus-
sian/Political Science. Phila.,
Pa.; Political Science Associ-
ation.
Ungaro, Bernadette. BA, Spe-
cial Education. Phila., Pa.;
Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren, Education Society.
Vahle, Timothy R. BS, Market-
ing. Meadow Brook, Pa.
Valente, Michael J. BA, Art/His-
tory. Downingtown, Pa., Alpha
Chi Rho, Gallery Associates.
Margaret B. Tolen Robert T. Tomczak Joseph A. Tracy
Christopher Edward Trotter Edward L. Turner Jr
y\ Bernadette Ungaro Timothy R. Vahle Michael J. Valente
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Vargo, Christopher P. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.; Chess Club,
War Gamers Club.
Vazquez, Joseph Xavier. BA,
Political Science/Public Ad-
ministration. Phila., Pa.
Venditti, Joseph Michael. BS,
Personnel & Labor Relations
Phila., Pa.; Business Honor
Society, St. Thomas More Law
Society.
Verdi, Victor E. BS, Marketing.
King of Prussia, Pa.; Food Ser-
vice Manager.
Verdone, Robert. BA, Biology/
Psychology. Phila., Pa.; Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta,
Psi Chi, Italian Club.
Vescovich, Diana Rosemarie.
BS, Management. Phila., Pa.;
Business Honor Society.
Vitagliano, Diane. BA, English/
Communications. Collings-
wood, NJ; Field Hockey, Soft-
ball, Cheerleading.
Vitak, Joseph P. BS, Marketing.
Phila., Pa.; Marketing Associ-
ation.
Vitale, Cynthia Aurelia. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Account-
ing Association, Investment
Club.
Vogt, Theresa. BS, Marketing/
Personnel & Labor Relations.
Phila., Pa.
Waddington, Ed. BS, Account-
ing. Warminster, Pa.; Cross
Country, Track, Sigma Phi
Lambda.
Wagner, William T. BS, Manage-
ment/Marketing. Huntingdon








Waldron, Thomas F. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., Pa.
Walek, John M. BS, Accounting.
Abington, Pa.; Beta Alpha, Ac-
counting Association, Busi-
ness Honor Society.
Walsh, Anthony D. BS, Business
Administration. Willingboro,
NJ.
Walsh, Eileen Mary. BS, Ac-
counting/Finance. Warring-
ton, Pa.; Accounting Associ-
ation, Beta Alpha, Phi Gamma
Nu.
Walsh, William G. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Red Bank, NJ;
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Walton, Matthew J. BA, Social
Work. Edwardsville, Pa.; Stu-
dent Social Workers Associ-
ation, Sociology Departmental
Board.
Wargo, Lawrence A. BA, Math-
ematics. Ardsley, Pa.
Waters, Patricia M. BA, Special
Education. Phila., Pa.; Alpha
Theta Alpha, Field Hockey,
Men's Swim Manager.
Weber, Joann. BS, Manage-
ment. Collingswood, NJ.; Resi-
dent Assistant, Field Hockey.
Webster, Gregory J. BS, Fi-
nance, King of Prussia, Pa.
Wegfahrt, Mark A. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.
Weinberg, Fred. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., Pa.; Criminal
Justice Honor Society, Tennis.
M:^£L<,
Gergory J. Webster Mark A. Wegfahrt Fred Weinberg
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SENIORS
Weitzel, Thomas J. BS, Man
agement. Phila., Pa.; Soccer
Weldon, Raymond F. BS, Ac
counting. Phila., Pa.; Beta Al
pha, Accounting Association
Honors Program.
Whelan, John T. BS, Marketing/
Management. Maple Glen,
Pa.; Investment Club, Market-
ing Association.
Whitest, Marvin E. BS, Political
Science. Phila., Pa.
Wickens, Thomas Carl. BA,
Computer Science. Nutley, NJ.
Wilkinson, William. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., Pa.
Williams, Adrienne. BA, Criminal
Justice/Sociology. Phila., Pa.
Williams, Julius N. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.
Williams, Pamela Jean. BS, Ac-
counting. Levittown, Pa.; La
Salle Singers.
Williams, Stanley Earl. BA,
Criminal Justice. Glassboro,
NJ.
Willis, David Paul. BS, Manage-
ment/Personnel and Labor
Relations. Phila., Pa.
Windhaus, Robert. BS, Account-






Witmer, Shawn M. BA, English/
Philosophy. Williamstown,
Pa.; Hunger Task Force, Gal-
lery Associates, English Club.
Wolaniuk, Walter. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Phila., Pa.; Beta
Alpha, Alpha Chi Rho, Karate
Club, Investment Club.
Wolper, Jeffrey. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., Pa.; Psi Chi, Stu-
dent Programming Associ-
ation, Hillel, Residence Coun-
cil.
Wolper, Margaret. BS, Person-
nel & Labor Relations/Man-
agement. Norristown, Pa.; So-
ciety for Advancement of Man-
agement, Business Honor So-
ciety.
Woodruff, Robert E. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., Pa.; Al-
pha Chi Rho.
Wovna, Michael. BS, Finance.
Port Reading, NJ; Baseball.
Wunder, Jeffrey. BS, Marketing.
Hatboro, Pa.; Varsity Soccer.
Wysock, Mary Jo. BA, Biology.
Lederach, Pa.; Phi Alpha
Beta, Italian Club, Alpha Epsi-
lon Delta.
Yacyk, Mark. BA, Biology. Phila.,
Pa.
Yoder, John Philip. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., Pa.
Yurkow, Edward John. BA, Biol-
ogy. Collingswood, NJ; Peer
Counseling.




Ted Matthew Zaluski Robin Ann Zebrowski M. Celeste Zelitch
Thomas J. Ziemba Mark Zimmerman Francis E. Zysk
Zaluski, Ted Matthew. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.; Beta Al-
pha Honors, Open House
Committee.
Zebrowski, Robin Ann. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., Pa.; Phi Alpha
Beta, Equestrian Team.
Zelitch, M. Celeste. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., Pa.
Ziemba, Thomas J. BA, Biol-
ogy/Psychology. Phila., Pa.
Zimmerman, Mark. BS, Finance.
Phila., Pa.; Investment Club.
Zysk, Francis E. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., Pa.
f Carnera Shy
Kevin G. Agnew Michael F. Caporale Patricia C. Dugan Ernestine Heard Christopher J. Madison Timothy R. Moy Bruce R, Roach Irene C Thompson
Afsaneh Alemohammad Michelle P. Carlino Cynthia L. Dunbar Kathann G. Helig Mark A. Maher George W. Mruso Thomas G. Rodden Joseph M Tiggle
Michael D. Allen David M. Carney Noreen M. Errico Kathryn A. Heltman Carl M Maler Hildagarde Muench Joseph M Rodgers Willima J. Timmons
Cindy M Ambruoso Mark B Carney Mary F. Fanelli Clifton J. Holden Frank E. Mandato Michael C. Murray Paul E. Rooney Sandra M. Tomkowicz
Kurt W Andersen James Carrigan Mark S- Farber Michael J. Hopkins James P Mangan Sr. Miriam M. Najimy Michael D. Roselli Aquanetta H. Topsale
J Michael Anderson Mario C. Carter Patrick D. Farley Walter C. Hudginx Marjorie L Manoff Edmund Narozny Anthony L Rossello Michael P. Troy
Ettore D Anlonelli John H. Cassidy Steven G. Feinberg Vicki L. Huggett Therese C. Marchok Leonard J. Nellinger Grace R. Rothwell Taras Trypupenko
Thomas G. Bachinsky Mark J. Chamberlain Christopher M. Felix John D. Hunt Michael F. Marcoe Marcy B. Nitzberg Elena L. Ruzzi Anthony K. Tsui
Vincent T Barbacane Alex W Charyton David B. Fink Thomas F Jacobsen Daniel J. Marino Coiumba Nnorow Donna Ryan Kim E. Tucker
Kevin D. Barry Rodney Childs Thomas Finkenhofer Nikita A. Jarmoluk Theresa K. Martin Alfred J. Ochlak Leon Rysak Deborah Lynn Tygh
Deborah J Becker Niki M. Christodoulou Robert S. Fischer Michael D. Jones Joseph M Martosella Kevin P. O'Connell Robert J. Sass Thomas Vaneck
Lewis G. Better Stephen A. Cleary Patrick M. Foley Brian D. Juliano James V Mascoli Patricia E. O'Connell Joseph V. Schiliro Louis Varallo
Richard G. Belk Geri Clement Catherine A. Fonash John A. Keltey Beverly M Mason Gerald A. O'Farrell Aimee B Schuloff Louise M Vasso
Anne T. Benms Pamela D. Coburn Anthony M Forgione John P. Kelley Delphine A Matthews Anthony J. O'Malley Roseann M. Schulin Joel T Viechnicki
Richard L Bernier Michael J. Cochrane Kathleen M. Franks Joseph T. Kenney Terry Y, Mayer John J. O'Neill Gregory S. Schwank Kevin M. Waldron
Mary C Bieg Kathryn Cocozza Laura A. Frieze Edward J. Kenny Dorothy R. McBride Kathleen M. O'Shea Thomas M. Scirrotto Anthony D. Walsh
Carleen C Bierschenk Benjamin W Cohen Deanna M. Frizol Warren A Keyser Christine R. McDermond John J O'Toole Ann D- Servey Carol J. Wanjek
Elliott J Bilolsky Joseph A- Colon Anne W. Gadson Thomas Kijewski Thomas P McDermott Eugene R. Owens Anthony L Sherman Thomas L. Webster
Bradley A. Bisk Teresa M. Connolly Michael J Gatbally Donna M. King William J. McOevitt Natalie Padilla Jae Kit Shin Michael G. Weick
Gilda T. Blount Mary A. Conti Lizanne M Gallagher Suzanne G. King Joan M McFadden Carmen D. Pagan Ralph S. Sisson Joseph D Welsh
James J. Blum Megan M. Comely Timothy Gallagher Helen M Kleschick Bryan C. McCair Daniel J Parente Alicia C. Smith Laurenlia Wendel
Darryl A Boozer Brenda L Cunningham Benjamin Gallo John R. Kodtuk Vincent McGonacle Christopher M Pastore Barbara L. Smith Peter J Wermuth
Steven C. Boyer Frank C. Dadino Michael S Gergel James T. Koslosky Edward A. McGrath Vivian E. Patterson Donald A. Smith Thomas j Wertenbaker
Anthony Bozeman Maryellen P Dealy Louis B. Giamo Paul M Kosmorsky Steven W. McGraw Denise C. Pawlowski Frank J Sodano Laura Wescoat
Leonard S Braman Donald D. Deloatch Michael L. Girone Nadine A. Kowal John P. McKee Sharon L, Petalino Glaudia D. Spadaro Paul D Williams
Belinda Brisbane James J. Demargo Theresa E Cladnick Patricia M. Kraft Anne C. McLaughlin Paula Phelan Paul E. Spinosa Jelfrey W. Wolber
Joseph J Brooks John C. Dercola Joesph J. Goebel Maureen F Kramer Joseph G, Mc Maron Richard H. Pierce Raymond A. Steiner Stephen T. Zamorski
Carl Brown Paul A. Diblasi John J. Gostigan Stanley J Krol Maureen R McOwen Michael J. Pietrafitta Lori A. Streffenhofer Lorraine M. Zebryk
Clare L Brown John D Didonato Mathew F. Granoff Helen Kromdyk James McSweeney James Pinkney Mitchell J Stillman Elizabeth Zervos
Luz E. Brown Albert J Dietl Jennifer L. Green Burton H Langer Vidvuds J. Mednis Lisa A. Poole Marguerite P. Stout Leslie N. Ziegler
Timothy J Brown Michael C. Dimarcangelo John J. Griffin Stephanie Hau Kam Law Michael F, Michenko Thomas A. Poulter Franklin Strahan Theresa M Zurbach
Manlou H. Bruce Edward J Dodds James P. Grimes Sharon M Lee Joseph M. Miller Miles A. Raynor Gertrude Steater
Joseph T Burns Margaret M. Donaher Louis J. Gringeri Carolyn Longo David J Monahan Terry L Reed Michael A. Strosser
Donna M, Cabello Gerard P Donchez Anthony D. Gulla Douglas M. Lott Margaret Montufar Kathleen M. Re.iiy James A. Szalejko
Jean M. Calamia Lawrence C. Dondero Vernita Hall Joseph A, Lydon Donald J. Mooney Keith A. Richman Victor R. Tabaac, Jr.
Adolfo J. Calero Lynda A. Doyle Michael F. Hall Kevin C. Lynam Thomas J. Mooney Laura M. Riehs Arlene L Thomas
Andrew M Camerto Zonan B Dubenko Mary M Harngan Patrick A Lynn Marianne B. Moore Joseph D. Riley Sylvia M, Thomas




We find him . . . rushing at the first sound of the
hell to dinner.
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Adams, Andrea. BS. Mathemat-
ics. Philadelphia, Pa.; Alpha
Sigma Lambda.
Addison, Cynthia Eileen. BS,
Accounting, Philadelphia, Pa.
Afan, Alberto H. BS, Accounting.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aitken, Kathleen Anne. BS. Fi-
nance. Philadelphia, Pa.
Ando, John R. BS. Operations
Management. Jenkintown, Pa.
Athey, Darlene. BS, Accounting.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Bass, Patricia Jordan. BA, Soci-
ology. Philadelphia, Pa.; Con-
tinuing Education for Women.
Beck, Lloyd C, Jr. BS. Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Bellwoar, Norman C. BS. Mar-
keting. Glendora, N.J.
Bosack, Frank J. BS, Electronic
Physics. North Wales, Pa.
Bowes, John Joseph, Jr. BS,
Electronic Physics. Dolyes-
town, Pa.
Brice, Linda D. BA, Psychology.
Philadelphia, Pa.
I
Andrea Adams Cynthia Eileen Addison Alberto H. Afan
Patricia Jordan Bass Lloyd C. Beck, Jr. Norman C. Bellwoar
yv. Frank J. Bosack John Joseph Bowes, Jr. Linda D.
Brice
SENIORS DiCristofaro
Briggs, Mary I. Mungin. BS, Per-
sonnel & Labor Relations,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Bynum, Rose M. BA, Criminal
Justice. Philadelphia, Pa.
Campbell, Joan A. BS, Finance,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Coleman, Jacqueline R. BS, Ac-
counting. Maple Shade, N.J.
Convey, Thomas J. BS, Market-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Coppola, Salvatore, P. BS, Ac-
counting, Philadelphia, Pa.
Craig, George E. BA, Sociolo-
gy/Criminal Justice, Philadel-
phia, Pa
Cuccurullo, Vincent. BS, Ac-
counting. Bensalem, Pa.
Daniels, John Robert. BS, Elec-
tronic Physics. Bensalem, Pa.
Davis, Luther DeWitt, Jr. BS,
Accounting. Philadelphia, Pa.
Deaven, Mary. BS, Personnel &
Labor Relations. Philadelphia,
Pa.





Kim Schwambach Fecho Mary Louise Feron Sharon A. Fisher
Alice M. Fleck Maryanne A. Maglione Fryling Marlene Gadson
r
Fecho, Kim Schwanbach. BS,
Management/Personnel & La-
bor Relations. Philadelphia,
Pa.; Alpha Sigma Lambda.
Feron, Mary Louise. BA, Socio-
loty. Broadaxe, Pa.
Fisher, Sharon A. BS, Oper-
ations Management. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Fleck, Alice M. BS, Accounting.
Southampton, Pa.; Accounting
Association.
Fryiing, Maryanne A. Maglione.
BA, Psychology, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Gadson, Marlene. BS, Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Gardner, Lorna Y. BA, Sociolo-
gy/Criminal Justice. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Granato, Joanne E. BA, Criminal
Justice. Philadelphia, Pa.;
Cimrimal Justice Honor Soci-
ety, Campus Ministry, AAPLE.
Green, Robert F. BA, Geology.
Philadelphia, Pa.; Phi Kappa
Theta.
Greenfield, Gerald J. BS, Oper-
ations Management. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Hagan, Edward M. BS, Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Hall, Wanda L. BS, Accounting,
Philadelphia, Pa.
^
Harris, James Bryan. BS, Ac-
counting. Philadelphia, Pa.
Harry, Clare Arena. BS, Man-
agement/Finance, Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Hart, Alfonso T., Jr. BS, Market-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Hartranft, Barbara. BS, Ac-
counting. Philadelphia, Pa.
Heffernan, John James. BS,
Marketing, Plymouth Meeting,
Pa.; Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Howard, Kathleen A. BS, Per-
sonnel & Labor Relations.
Philadelphia, Pa.
lacovine, Lillian. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Philadelphia, Pa.
Jacobs, Larry B. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Philadelphia, Pa.
Johnstone, Wayne S. BS, Oper-
ations Management/Person-
nel & Labor Relations. Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Intramurals.
Kelly, James F., Jr. BS, Person-
nel & Labor Relations. Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Intramurals, So-
ciety for the Advancement of
Management.
Koenig, Eileen. BS, Accounting.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Krammer, Robert 0. BA, Psy-
chology. Philadelphia, Pa.
Barbara Hartranft John James Heffernan Kathleen A. Howard
/V. James F. Kelly, Jr. Eileen Koenig Robert 0. Krammer
^———_ McDonnell
Marilyn A. Maurer Joseph T. McDonald William P. McDonnell
Lenihan, Thomas F. BS, Elec-
tronic Physics. Bristol, Pa.
Levitt, Ruth E. BS, Manage-
ment/Personnel & Labor Rela-
tions. Philadelphia, Pa.
Lindermuth, Patricia A. BA. Psy-
chology. Philadelphia, Pa.;
Cross Keys, Alpha Sigma
Lambda, Student Congress.
Love, James L. BS, Operations
Management. Philadelphia,
Pa.
Lucas, Brenda L. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Philadelphia, Pa.
Maciocha, Edward. BS, Oper-
ations Management. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Magallanes, Florentine BS, Ac-
counting. Bensalem, Pa.
Marlowe, Maxine L. BA, Sociolo-
gy. Elkins Park, Pa.
Marsella, Gloria A. BS, Finance.
Richboro, Pa.
Maurer, Marilyn A. BA, Sociolo-
gy. Philadelphia, Pa.
McDonald, Joseph T. BS, Ac-
counting. Philadelphia, Pa.
McDonnell, William P. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Philadelphia, Pa.
;v
r
McElderry, John S. BS, Market-
ing. Downingtown, Pa.
McGlone, George H., Jr. BS, Fi-
nance. Philadelphia, Pa.
McNesby, James Joseph. BA,
Criminal Justice. Philadelphia,
Pa.
Montebello, Earl Eugene. BA,
Psychology. Philadelphia, Pa.
Mueller, Kurt, Jr. BA, Sociolo-
gy/Criminal Justice. Philadel-
phia, Pa.; ROTC, Student Con-
gress, The Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management.
Munson, Leonard T. BA, History.
Philadelphia, Pa.
O'Donnell, Barbara J. BS, Mar-
keting. Philadelphia, Pa.; Al-
pha Sigma Lambda.
O'Neill, Henry Joseph. BS, Man-
agement. Somerdale, N.J.




Parker, Linda M. BS, Operations
Management. Philadelphia,
Pa.
Prusienski, Stephen P., Jr. BS,
Operations Management.
Philadelphia, Pa.





John S. McElderry George H. McGlone, Jr. James Joseph McNesby
Earl Eugene Montebello Kurt Mueller, Jr. Leonard T. Munson
Barbara J. O'Donnell Henry Joseph O'Neill
Linda M. Parker Stephen P. Prusienski, Jr. William J. Rebuck
SENIORS Savo
Regruto, Eileen. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Philadelphia, Pa.; Evening
Collegian.
Reynolds, Robert. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Philadelphia, Pa.




For twenty years Cross Keys Service Fraternity has served its
fellow evening division students. The members have collected
ballots, honored the spouses of graduates at their PHT Ceremo-





Jane Clancy Ruane John A. Sanger Stephen L. Savo
Ruane, Jane Clancy. BA, Psy-
chology. Philadelphia, Pa.;
College Council, Cross Keys,
Alpha Sigma Lambda, Evening
Collegian.
Sanger, John A. BS, Account-
ing/Finance. Philadelphia, Pa.
Savo, Stephen L. BS. Personnel
& Labor Relations. King of




Scales, Robert T. BA, Criminal
Justice. Philadelphia, Pa.;
Black Students of La Salle.
Schell, James. BS, Electronic
Physics. Philadelphia, Pa.
Schuster, Daniel. BS, Marekt-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Shepherd, Glenn. BA, Produc-
tion Management. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Silverman, Mark. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Smith, James C. BA, Computer
Science. Warminster, Pa.
Spear, Joseph W. BS, Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa
Speziale, Frank. BS, Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Steinmetz, Barbara A. BA, Edu-
cation/Social Studies. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Stella, James. BS, Marketing.
Southampton, Pa.
Stevenson, Arthur William. BS,
Accounting. Philadelphia, Pa.;
Delta Sigma Pi.
Stevenson, John. BS, Market-
ing. Willow Grove, Pa.
SENIORS Williams
Stone Robert J. BS, Marketing.
Marlton, N.J.; Marketing Asso-
ciation.
Sucharski, Caryn L. BS, Person-
nel & Labor Relations. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Thorsen, Robert E. BS, Oper-
ations Management. Hatboro,
Pa.
Tompkins, Sedonia P. BA, Soci-
ology, Philadelphia, Pa.
Tyler, Dorothy D. BA, Sociology.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Varga, Madeline M. BS, Market-
ing. Roslyn, Pa.; Society for
the Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Wade, Katherine. BS, Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Wadsworth, Marie Koenig. BA,
English. Wenonah, N.J.
Ward, Toni Marie. BS, Market-
ing/Management. Philadel-
phia, Pa.; Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management.
Washofky, Estera A. BS, Ac-
counting. Philadelphia, Pa.
Williams, Diane R. BS, Sociolo-
gy/Criminal Justice. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Williams, Janise M. BS, Ac-
counting. Philadelphia, Pa.
I
Wilson, James F. BS, Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Wise, Anne M. BS, Personnel &
Labor Relations. Philadelphia,
Pa.
Wright, Janis D. BS, Personnel &
Labor Relations/Manage-
ment. Philadelphia, Pa.; Soci-
ety for the Advancement of
Management, Black Students
of La Salle.
J V. James F. Wilson Anne M. Wise Janis D. Wright
^.
Wright, Sylvester. BS, Criminal
Justice. Philadelphia, Pa.
Young, Patricia Ellen. BS, Soci-
ology. Philadelphia, Pa.
Zink, Katherine B. BA, Criminal
Justice. Philadelphia, Pa.
Seniors Not Pictured
Abbott, Stephen Joseph. BA, Criminal
Justice. Philadelphia, Pa.
Bailey, Peggy Lee. BA, Sociology. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Barben, James F. BS, Accounting. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Bernard, Michael J. BS, Accounting.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Bich, Thuy Tu. BS, Accounting. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Boggi, Louis William. BS, Personnel &
Labor Relations. Levittown, Pa.
Brett, James. BS, Operations Manage-
ment. Glenside, Pa.
Bulman, Paul J. BS, Operations Manage-
ment. Cheltenham, Pa.
Callinan, Patricia T. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Philadelphia, Pa.
Campbell, Thomas E. BS, Operations
Management. Bensalem, Pa.
Carroll, Harriet. BA, Psychology. West
Chester, Pa.
Caughlin, Dolores. BS, Accounting.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Coffey, James Michael. BS, Accounting.
North Wales, Pa.
Colline, John R. BS, Marketing. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Cutler, Jack A. BS, Mathematics. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Davis, Peter J. BS, Accounting. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Domzalski, David James. BA, Sociolo-
gy/Criminal Justice. Philadelphia, Pa.
Ellis, Edward W. BS, Operations Man-
agement. Delran, N.J.
Faux, Brian William. BA, Mathematics/
Computer Science. Philadelphia, Pa.
Giddiens, Derrick. BA, Sociology. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Gillin, Susan Alice. BS, Personnel & La
bor Relations. Philadelphia, Pa.
Grant, David. BS, Finance. Elkins Park
Pa.
Hall, John J. BS, Finance. Pennsburg, Pa
Hancq, John Edward. BS, Accounting
Philadelphia, Pa.
Harper, Madeleine R. BS, Accounting
Philadelphia, Pa.
Hildebrand, John Elmer. BS, Account
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Holmes, Philip H. BS, Operations Man
agement. Willingboro, N.J.
Irwin, Andrew N. BS, Operations Man-
agement. Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
Janney, Michael A. Glenside, Pa.
Johnston, James Joseph. BS, Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Jurgelewicz, Edmund M. BS, Account-
ing. Philadelphia, Pa.
Kelly, Daniel F. BA, Economics. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
King, Francis M. BS, Accounting. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Klauder, Gregory. BS, Electronic Phys-
ics. Hatfield, Pa.
Konrad, Robert S. BS, Personnel & La-
bor Relations. Philadelphia, Pa.
Lockard, Marymartha R. BA, Computer
Science. Hatfield, Pa.
Maddaloni, Roselee M. BA, English.
Philadelphia,, Pa.
Martin, Frank A. BA, Criminal Justice.
Roxborough, Pa.
McFadden, Carol. BA, Secondary Edu-
cation. Philadelphia, Pa.
McKenzie, William F. BA, English/Edu-
cation. Upper Darby, Pa.
McLaurin, Daniel W. BS, Marketing.
Sicklewille, N.J.
Mehler, Joseph. BA. Sociology. Holland,
Pa.
Mills, Gary L. BS, Marekting. Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Murray, Thomas Edward. BA, Criminal
Justice/Sociology. Philadelphia, Pa.
Niewood, Florence M. BA, English,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Norris, John Joseph. BS, Accounting.
Philadelphia, Pa.
O'Brien, Michael P. BS, Marketing. Wil-
low Grove, Pa.
O'Connor, Kevin M. BS, Finance. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Olshefski, Stanley J. BS, Finance.
Levittown, Pa.
Paranzino, Anthony D. BS, Marketing.
Somerton, Pa.
Reich, James M. BA, Computer Science.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Ricks, Robert. BA, Criminal Justice.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Robinson, Frank P., Jr. BS, Marketing.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Shober, Leonard L. BA, Psychology.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sweeney, Francis H. BA, English. Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Treffeisen, George M. BS, Operations
Management. Hatboro, Pa.
Welch, Donald R. BS, Finance. Ambler,
Pa.
Williams, Julius N. BA, Psychology,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Winder, Rosalind. BS, Accounting, Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Woodruff, Robert E. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Philadelphia, Pa.
Zullo, Joseph Wayne. BS. Management/























the class of 1981
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Donna Skalicky — President 1980-81





and thanks them for their time,
their efforts, and their friendship.






















Sometimes it's not easy being
human. Medical libraries
are filled with diseases of
the body and mind.
And, as if that weren't
enough, we humans tend to
create many of our own
problems.
It's all part of being
human, and all part of why
there's a United Way.
The United Way is
an organization devoted to
it easier to deal with the problems of being human,
mizalion dedicated to making humanity more humane.
since each of us is responsible for keeping
led Way successful, it's like a gift we give
Iher for bring human. Kkfy'll
in the best of human traditions: sharing.
| B^£&F













John J. Keenan, English Department
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. O'Connor
Brendon G. Rafferty
Mr. and Mrs. John Smallwood





Charles V. Kelly V^Tf





Al and Marie Etchells








Mr. and Mrs. John Lyons
Charlie and Gloria Donchez






Brother Lewis Mullin, FSC
Director of Admissions
Ms. Mary V. Rutkowski
Assistant Director of Admissions for Transfer Stu-
dents
Mr. Thomas V. Coyne
Assistant Director of Admissions
Brother E. Gerald Fitzgerald, FSC
Assistant Director of Admissions
Brother F. Christopher


























Success In Their Careers
We Sincerely Hope That












We Are Very Proud of You
May The Lord's Blessings
Be with You Always.
Love
Mom, Dad and Sister
Congratula
Steven B.
























We Are Very Proud of You
Mom, Dad and Theresa
John D. Rossi
Congratulations














We Are Very Proud of You
Michael R. Flooks
Mom, Dad, Bill




Julia, Euegne and Joseph
Pamela D. Coburn
We Are Very Proud
of You, Pam.
Congratulations and Love From




We are very proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Bob











We Are Proud of You!
Gregory J. Nowak
Congratulations and Love
Mom and Dad Lou and Vicki
Louis Michael and Denise
Best Wishes to the Class of 1981
Congratulations
Kevin M. Martin
Love and Best Wishes
Mom, Dad, Steve, Tim,
Brian and Kathy
























Class of 1981 from




We are very Proud of you
Love,









We Are Proud of You
Rita A. Morrin
Congratulations and Love
Mom, Dad and Bill
Bon nie A. Papouschek
Here is a Cheer
From Us Bon!
L — — V — E
Your Family
Janis D. Wright
There is no greater joy




We Are Proud of You
Jeff Timmons
Congratulations and Love







You Really Are #1!
Good Luck, Thanks










Chris Andreas — President
Len Zimmerman — V.P. of Academic Affairs
Jacky Alford — V.P. of Student Affairs
Daniel J. Tann — V.P. of Business Affairs
Ed Turner — V.P. of Public Affairs
Senate
1981 1982 1983 1984
Eileen DiGregorio Joanne Belsante Kathy Golden Bob Hopstetter
Andrea Cholewiak Ellen Resinski Ellen Reilly Pam Bollerman
Bob Stewart Bob Zarilli Mike Kobol Jenny Flueuber
Tony Stango Lori Krozinski Mike Frasetto Mary Helen Driscol
Steve Snyder Bernadette McLaughlin Carl Wentzel Nancy Torres


















Vending and Food Service . .
.
Respected for Quality Service
Congratulations
Jacqueline Alford













Kathy Littel — President
Rosemarie Scarpello — Vice-President
Winky Potts — Secretary
Louise Jackson — Treasurer
Jane Ruane — College Council Representative







Kathy, Chris, Bob, Fred,
Carol, Shirley, Steve, & Peggy
Best Wishes To

































We appreciate and applaud your conscientious efforts to









(Curses leading tn the
ASSI XI A IK'S DEGREE




For the Manager and (he Professional
\<:< Hunting • Finance
Management • Management .Si.ieiiic
Management luliirmation S\st,-ms
Marketing • Public Si-i tin M.in.i- nl
Personnel & l.abni Kel. is • 1'axatiini







LA SALLE COLLEGE • ATHLETIC DEPT.
20TH & OLNEY AVE., PHILA., PA 19141
Congratulations to the Class of '81.
We hope that you will continue to
follow the EXPLORERS!













DON'T WAIT 'TILL 1985
TO BECOME AN
ACTIVE ALUMNUS
(THAT'LL BE THE DATE OF
YOUR 5TH YEAR REUNION)






HANCOCK • GENERAL AUTO REPAIRS
4-9708 • WHEEL BALANCING
• TIRES BATTERIES
• ACCESSORIES ROAD SERVICE
• AIR CONDITIONING
• STATE INSPECTION
WASHINGTON LANE 4 OGONTZ AVE




1034 Spring St., Phila. Pa. 19107
* 215-928-1200
EXPLORER'S DEN
Finest Steaks and Hoagies in Town













For reservations call HA4-9653
2nd Street and Olney Avenue
249
You managed to survive;
four years on Tasty-Kakes
and beer?
It's a wonder you're alive!
Class of 81 Get Out of here!!!!
We love ya!
La Salle College Food Services
Best Wishes To:



















Edward L. Turner, Jr.
Michael J. Valente
Walter Wolaniuk






























Zeta Beta Tau 60
Alpha Chi Rho 61
Alpha Theta Alpha 61
Phi Alpha Beta 62
Sigma Beta Kappa 62
Gamma Sigma Sigma 63
Phi Gamma Nu 63
Sigma Phi Lamdba 64
Phi Kappa Theta 64
Delta Sigma Pi 65
Tau Kappa Epilson 65
Newtonian Society 66
Geology Club 66
Phi Alpha Beta 66
Hungar Task Force 67
Education Society — CEC 67
The Italian Club 67
International Club 67
St. Thomas More Law Society 68
Investment Club 68
Society For the Advancement
of Management 68
business Honors Society 68











Math/Computer Science Club 71
Hellenic Club 71
Black Student League 72
Gallery Associates 72
The Promise of Abraham 72
Right to Life 72














































































































It is well past midnight, I am in the yearbook office (College Union Suite 300) with
two dedicated editors working fevershly to meet my final deadline. I believe this is
the moment every Editor-in-Chief cherishes the most, except perhaps to having
the complete yearbook in hand. The final touches are being put on this almost
complete book. Over a year of planning, work, and countless dollars have been
invested in this annual tradition.
Many people think that being Editor is a easy job — Well let me tell you, it isn't!!!!
It involves many long hours of dedicated work. If it weren't for many fine people in-
cluding the entire Student Life staff, Bob Davine publishing consultant, his wife,
Rita, Abe and Ester Orlick of Davor Photo, Vincent Kling, yearbook advisor, and my
entire staff, I never would have made it this far. My special thanks go out to all of
those who purchased ads and patrons in this book, because without their support
and generosity this book would be slimmer and free of color. [ELI
S&v (U
Member: EP
Associated
Collegiate
Press
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National
Scholastic
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